WHY
Why is music? Why do i love? Why Nick Jonas? Why do you
love? Why is Joe here? Why was Hanuman? Why Can't I
Sing? Why do you blink? Why do you smoke? Why go to
church? Why Adele is best? Why country music? Why is
MP3 useful? Why is Tupac dead? Why aerosmith stop? Why
are boys wacko? Why are drums loud? Why is ballet real?
Why is Kesha crazy? Why is there money? Why is the sky
blu? Why joe jonas' lap? Why johnese your g? Why solja boy
dead? Why was Big L shot? Why are jls singers? Why did
dimebag die? Why did Satchmo die? Why does music suck?
Why Do I Sing Badly? Why do singers sing? Why girls like
boys? Why hip hop is dead? Why is f a bad word? Why is
ICP so hated? Why is maddy purple? Why is miley Hannah?
Why is ne-yo famous? Why punk originated? Why was rap
started? Why was Selena shot? Why ac instead of dc? Why
are people jerks? Why are pianos heavy? Why did miley
change? Why did NWA split up? Why did TLC break up?
Why do dogs pass out? Why does miley smoke? Why do we
have music? Why do we need music? Why do you like kpop?
Why is kaki king gay? Why is Kenny G hated? Why is Kevin
a Jonas? Why is miley naughty? Why is miley quiting? Why
Kurt cobain died? Why Nick dump Selena? Why was tupac
killed? Why am I always horny? Why did acdc break up?
Why did ACDC split up? Why did Bon Scott die? Why did
disco die off? Why did Elvis devorce? Why did ggpr break
up? Why do breasts bounce? Why does a duck quack? Why
does it bother me? Why does music change? Why doesn't
Jojo sing? Why do we poo and wee? Why Do We Study
Music? Why do you like metal? Why is d12 called d12? Why
is D12 called D12? Why is Kevin Jonas 20? Why is Kevin
Rudd gay? Why is Nick Jonas shy? Why isn't bdf a chord?
Why is rap so popular? Why is rhiannon angry? Why is
techno popular? Why lil Wayne in jail? Why Nick Jonas is
shy? Why not to love money? Why radio fascinating? Why
was Mozart famous? Why bill kaulitz cried? Why did nsync
break up? Why did queen break up? Why do boys like
women? Why does Dion get high? Why do people eat owls?
Why do you get in love? Why is music important? Why is
Rihanna popular? Why is tool so awesome? Why Punk wear
Converse? Why was Eminem arested? Why was hip hop
formed? Why was iTunes created? Why was ne-yo arrested?
Why was Reba cancelled? Why was reggae created? Why
was Tupac cremated? Why was Tupac murdered? Why are
slipknot masked? Why are they called D12? Why Brian

McFadden left? Why can't I hear lyrics? Why did Glasgow
need it? Why did mileys mom died? Why did the blues
start? Why do clarinets squeak? Why does Metallica suck?
Why does Nick Jonas cry? Why does your knee hurt? Why
do i think I'm ugly? Why do people take lean? Why do songs
get banned? Why do you speak French? Why is ACDC
called ACDC? Why is Beethoven famous? Why is bob marly
famous? Why is Elvis remembered? Why is green day
famous? Why is he Charlie scene? Why is Jo Jonas so cute?
Why is pink called pink? Why is pole dancing bad? Why is
pop music unique? Why is Rock n Roll dead? Why is x
raided in jail? Why Lady Gaga is so bad? Why Selena chose
acting? Why was Bob Marley shot? Why you are bad in
math? Why you have blond hair? Why 2pac writh dear
mama? Why are songs so popular? Why are you so cute
nick? Why Bob Marley is famous? Why can't I sing in tune?
Why Can't We Stay in Key? Why did Eminem start rap?
Why did eminem write Kim? Why did Jazz dance begin?
Why did Jerry Garcia die? Why did rock music begin? Why
did Scott joplin die? Why does 2d have no eyes? Why does
2pac shakur die? Why doesn t Eminem smile? Why do girls
wear nylons? Why do people hate Miley? Why Do People
Hate On JB? Why is Abraham a prophet? Why is Beyonce so
famous? Why is Bob Marley a hero? Why is cutty sark
famous? Why is Diana ross famous? Why is lady ga ga
famous? Why is lil wyte so great? Why is ll cool j so buff?
Why is Nick Jonas is shy? Why isn't iTunes working? Why is
Post Grunge hated? Why is Radiohead so good? Why is this
song so good? Why is wmrd such a hater? Why oboe is hard
to tune? Why was bach put in jail? Why was Joe Jackson
mean? Why wont your radio work? Why are guitar cracks
bad? Why are my hands so small? Why are opera singers
fat? Why are white men so sexy? Why can't I sing out loud?
Why did akon go to prison? Why did biggie smalls die? Why
did jls enter xfactor? Why did jls join x factor? Why did rock
n roll start? Why did s club 7 split up? Why did Selena get
killed? Why did she make the song? Why did Taylor Swift
move? Why did they kill mac dre? Why did you start
singing? Why do boys eat girls out? Why does ICP hate
emminem? Why does max talk so much? Why do guitars
have frets? Why do people like rianna? Why do people play
guitar? Why do they call him neyo? Why do you like pop
music? Why french horns are good? Why has akon gone to
jail? Why is Adele so overrated? Why is a radio technoligy?
Why is Flo-Rida so-called? Why is Heavy-metal played? Why
is hopsin such a cuck? Why is id lie not on a CD? Why is
indie called indie? Why is Jesus called Jesus? Why is John
Lennon famous? Why is Justin bieber cool? Why is miley so
different? Why is ne-yo called ne-yo? Why is Nicki Minaj
famous? Why is Ozzy osborn famous? Why is Ringo Starr
famous? Why is the belly ticklish? Why is the world so
cruel? Why Madonna is called mag? Why people sing about
me ? Why was 50 cent in prison? Why was Miley Cyrus
fired? Why was neverland created? Why was Woodstock
History? Why would no one like you? Why you dislike Rap

music? Why are all CD's like this? Why are white rappers
best? Why can't I get into music? WHY CAN'T I SING
ANYMORE!!? Why did beoncye date Jay-Z? Why did bob
bryar quit mcr? Why did ciara stop singing? Why did crime
mob break up? Why did gangstarr break up? Why did
handel write music? Why did Max make Woodstock? Why
did MIKA sing Lollipop? Why didn't Beethoven marry? Why
did Patsy Montana sing? Why did Pink start singing? Why
did Selena have to die? Why did syd barrett go mad? Why
do bands need managers? Why does everyone like BTS?
Why does Fergie have humps? Why does Selena hate
miley? Why does Tobi wears a mask? Why do Linkin Park
do rock? Why do people like hip hop? Why do people play
netball? Why do slipknot wear masks? Why do you have bisexuals? Why do you like Nick Jonas? Why do you listen to
music? Why do you need technology? Why guitars SO
EXPENSIVE??? Why is Bessie Smith famous? Why is Bruno
Mars so short? Why is Cheryl Cole admired? Why is chris
brown so cute? Why is Cody Simpson famous? Why is crazy
frog annoying? Why is David Archuleta hot? Why is Elvis
Presley Jesus? Why is hoedown called that? Why is Michael
Jackson bad? Why is Miley Cyrus admired? Why is Miley
Cyrus popular? Why is Miley Cyrus so hott? Why is modern
music so bad? Why is my voice so breathy? Why is New
Jersey so sucky? Why is Nick Jonas diabetic? Why is Nick
Jonas so short? Why isn't Joe Jonas dating? Why is rap so
bad nowadays? Why is Stevie wonder blind? Why is Taylor
shift a star? Why is Taylor Swift a head? Why is Taylor
Swift famous? Why is Ted Nugent so crazy? Why is the
radio important? Why the band KISS broke up? Why The
Beatles spread out? Why the viola was invented? Why was
1066 a famous year? Why was jim jones arrested? Why was
Justin Bieber bald? Why was the cello invented? Why was
the piano invented? Why am I still a bad singer? Why are
girls feet ticklish? Why can't Lady Gaga be good? Why did
bob bryar leave mcr? Why did composers wear wigs? Why
did Elvis buy Graceland? Why did Eminem stop rapping?
Why did Freddie Mercury die? Why did george Harrison
die? Why did Hitler get arrested? Why did Joe Jonas kiss
demi? Why did John Denver divorce? Why did Kim cheat on
Eminem? Why did Mozart die so young? Why did rihanna
get beet up? Why did salieri hate Mozart? Why did Soulja
Boy get shot? Why does flo lurv tom brown? Why does her
music scare me? Why does my voice not blend? Why do
girls love saying no? Why do music people do this? Why do
people hate Yoko Ono? Why do people use fireworks? Why
do people worship Satan? Why do rabbits like carrots? Why
do teens like rap music? Why do you like cheesecakes? Why
do you still need radio? Whyever would I give you up? Why
haven t i lost my voice? Why is a clef not a polygon? Why is
animism so important? Why is Anita Hill known for? Why is
bass necessarily low? Why is carlos coy locked up? Why is
Eminem called rabbit? Why is Green Day so awesome? Why
is Janet Jackson famous? Why is Justin Bieber a fool? Why is
keshas music popular? Why is Lady Gaga being sued? Why
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is lady gagga so famous? Why is Lil Wayne in prision? Why
is Lil Wayne the rapper? Why is Miley Cyrus annoying?
Why is Miley Cyrus changing? Why is Miley Cyrus
smokeing? Why is Miley quiting Hannah? Why isn't Justin
Bieber fat? Why isn't rock cool anymore? Why is papyrus so
important? Why is Paramore breaking up? Why is pearl jam
so awesome? Why is pop music so popular? Why is roberta
flack famous? Why is shoop dogg important? Why is the
band called mgmt? Why is there music in films? Why people
hate Miley Cyrus? Why rock is better than rap? Why stars
twinkles at night? Why was Cole Younger famous? Why was
Deyoung out of styx? Why was Elton John knighted? Why
was Ethel Waters famous? Why was jimi Hendrix famous?
Why was the lullaby written? Why was the radio developed?
Why was the snare drum made? Why was the song sleep
made? Why was the violin invented? Why you chose Justin
Bieber? Why are brothers hitting you? Why are Juggalos so
ignorant? Why are you singing that way? Why cannot I not
let this go? Why can't everyone sing well? WHY CAN'T I
SING ANYMORE!!!!? Why can't we have nice thing? Why
cat boys get girlfriends? Why did 50 cent kill himself? Why
did dino from h-town die? Why did Flyleaf write Cassie?
Why did Hannah Montana quite? Why did lil Wayne have a
gun? Why did Linkin Park break up? Why did Michael
Jackson sing? Why did Mozart become famous? Why did
rap use to be so gay? Why did roxette stop singing? Why
did son of dork split up? Why do emo listen rock music?
Why does a broken heart hurt? Why does Daft Punk wear
mask? Why does miley have a secert? Why does music suck
nowadays? Why doesn't Kevin Jonas song? Why doesn't
miley like trace? Why do girls like scene boys? Why do kids
like heavy metal? Why do miley like Nick Jonas? Why do
people hate lil wayne? Why do people hate meat loaf? Why
do people sing in choirs? Why do they name people dick?
Why do you like Selena gomez? Why do you sing tauntum
ergo? Why electric guitar invented? Why eminem hate
donalt drump? Why Hannah Montana is famous? Why is a
melody hard to play? Why is American music a joke? Why is
Britney Spears famous? Why is Britney Spears insane? Why
is chris brown important? Why is green day a good band?
Why is hip hop gotten so low? Why is icp banned in Seattle?
Why is Jazz not very popular? Why is John Lennon
rememberd? Why is limp bizkit so hated ? Why is lubb
louder than dupp? Why is Madonna still singing? Why is
Miley Cyrus so famous? Why is my Guitar Amp Humming?
Why is old school rap better? Why is opera sung in Italian?
Why is Paul McCartney famous? Why is Paul McCartney
Stingy? Why is the saxophone special? Why Nick Jonas has
that name? Why not FM radio in jamnagar? Why play
sweep on the guitar? Why should piracy be stopped? Why
was blues music invented? Why was Bob Marley important?
Why was flesh n bone in jail? Why Was Folk Music
Important? Why was greensleeves written? Why was john
Lennon a threat? Why was Michael Jackson sued? Why
were they called maroons? Why won't Nick Jonas Date us?

Why am I so bad at the violin? Why are saxophones so
special? Why are The Beatles important? Why can't so
many people read? Why did BBC ban the song lola? Why
did Carlos coy go to jail? Why did country music develop?
Why did Dolores O'Riordan die? Why did Joe Jonas get
stiches? Why did Lil Wayne get adopted? Why did Nick
Jonas dump miley? Why did Selena Perez get Shot? Why did
she become a pop star? Why did slash go off the band? Why
did slick Rick go to jail? Why did The Beatles disbanded?
Why did Trey Songz go to jail? Why do Egyptians hate
mubarak? Why does a piano have 88 keys? Why does
classical music suck? Why does it always rain on me? Why
does Jesse mccarteny sing? Why does LadyGaga dress
weird? Why Does Music Inspire People? Why does nick sing
on his own? Why do girls have high voices? Why do girls
play hard to get? Why do parents hate Lil Wayne? Why do
people have curly hair? Why do people like Ed Sheeran?
Why do people listen to radio? Why Do They Call Him
Deadmau5? Why do they call it the blues? Why do you like
kings of leon? Why has Miley stopped singing? Why in rap
songs they do this? Why is alex vaughan gaybecuse? Why is
Aston Merrygold famous? Why is Blink 182 so overrated?
Why is Dolly Parton so famous? Why is Eminem the best
rapper? Why is Frederic Chopin famous? Why is Jesus
called your Lord? Why is Justin Bieber not tall? Why is
Justin Bieber so girly? Why is Justin Bieber so great? Why is
Katy Perry's hair blue? Why is Kevin Jonas the oldest? Why
is lil Wayne called weezy? Why is Linkin Park So Popular?
Why is mahalia Jackson famous? Why is Miley Cyrus
thebiggest? Why Isn't R?B Soulful Anymore? Why is Ozzy
Osbourne so crazy? Why is ratt a one hit wonder ? Why is
ricky Martin important? Why is this section so boring? Why
Justin Bieber getting mad? Why Miley Cyrus is so poppeur?
Why no recent Christmas music? Why play a double french
horn? Why twinkling of stars occurs? Why was Bach a great
composer? Why was claude debussy famous? Why was
gamelan music created? Why was heavy metal developed?
Why was hip hop music created? Why was Love Song was
written? Why was princess grace famous? Why was the
Juke Box invented? Why you use channel 50 for cb? Why
Aaliyah cover her left eye? Why Adam young wrote
fireflies? Why are guitars tuned that way? Why Are Taylor
And Austin Cool? Why are the Jonas brothers hot? Why
can't I find music I like?? Why can't there be love lyrics?
Why Chris Brown is in the news? Why did bach become a
composer? Why did bamboo leave rivermaya? Why did
Beethoven go to Vienna? Why did Bob Marley get shot at?
Why did eminem and Kim divorce? Why did guns n' roses
break up? Why did he write Somebody's Me? Why did Jay-Z
kill his brother? Why did John Lennon want peace? Why did
Kevin Jonas go to jail? Why did Lil Wayne start raping? Why
did michael jackson say ow? Why did Ringo Starr wear
rings? Why did schubert go to Hungary? Why did Talking
Heads break up? Why did the band Stereos start? Why do
Blues purists hate SRV ? Why do composers use variation?
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Why does a piano key not sound? Why does Eminem hate
Lady Gaga? Why does Joe like cheese puffs? Why does lil
Wayne have 3 tats? Why does my favorite band suck? Why
do fans like Justin Bieber? Why do girls love the beatles ?
Why do girls love The Beatles ? Why do hippes wear peace
sings? Why do I get teary when I sing? Why do minor
chords sound cold? Why don't Beyonce like Rihanna? Why
do people call her rihanna? Why do people like heavy
metal? Why do people like Rod Stewart? Why do people
sing blues music? Why do singers dress so slutty? Why do
some boys do dumb stuff? Why do the Jonas brothers rock?
Why do you have a little willy? Why do you need music to
dance? Why do you need to study music? Why do you sing
auld lang syne? WHY DO YOU THINK MILEY IS UGLY?
Why hasn't he toured in the US? Why is 96 Justin biebers
lucky? Why is a bass guitar important? Why is African
music important? Why is amy Rodriguez a lesbian? Why is
Benny Goodman important? Why is boxing less popular
now? Why is classical music popular? Why is Elvis Presley
so famous? Why is Justin Bieber in a gang? Why is Justin
Bieber so famous? Why is justin bieber so skinny? Why is
marlon Jackson so broke? Why is mike Jones never on aim?
Why is Miley Cyrus being nasty? Why isnt nas bigger than
he is? Why is your chao following you? Why is your name
Justin Bieber? Why stores play the same music? Why was
nas so afraid of Tupac? Why was the avatar movie gross?
Why were bagpipes made illegal? Why were The Beatles
important? Why am I just a horrible singer? Why are free
downloads not free? Why are radio waves bad for you? Why
are self-exams so important? Why are they called dickie
bows? Why are your mom jokes so funny? Why ate my
music videos ignored? Why bow wow and Romeo have
beef? Why did 2pac hate biggy so much? Why did aaron
carter go to jail? Why did allie and Sean broke up? Why did
Cobain write tourette's? Why did Lady Gaga start to sing?
Why did Lil Wayne stop tweeting? Why did Michael Jackson
go solo? Why did miley and nick broke up? Why did miley
do all this stuff? Why did Nicki Minaj get surgery? Why did
nick Jones choose miley? Why did ray Charles brother die?
Why Did Sonny And Cher break Up? Why did Taylor and joe
break up? Why did the monkees write songs? Why did trey
songz get arrested? Why did you haet on Chris Brown? Why
do all parents hate screamo? Why do black males love hip
hop? Why does Adam Lambert like boys? Why does Eminem
wear Nike shoes? Why does god hate nick carnahan? Why
does instruments make sound? Why does iTunes network
timeout? Why does joe have a purity ring? Why does Justin
bieber lip sing? Why does Justin Bieber not date? Why does
Lil Wayne suck so much? Why does music improve
learning? Why does Nelly wear a band-aide? Why does
Trace Cyrus hate Miley? Why do girls love Justin Bieber?
Why do guitars have tuning pegs? Why do I like running to
Cowboy? Why do ladies suck a mans willy? Why do Lady
Gaga do sick videos? Why do Liberals hate symphonies?
Why do pastors have body guards? Why do people hate
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Taylor Swift? Why do people like techno music? Why do
people like XXXTentacion? Why do people listen to hip hop?
Why do people listen to screamo? Why do they call pitbull
mr 305? Why do you have little brothers? Why do you like
to wright songs? Why do you love classical music? Why do
you need to tune guitars? Why do you want to be a teacher?
Why has the Jonas band split up? Why have you never
dated a girl? Why is Adam Lambert not married? Why is big
The Notorious famous? Why is claude debussy important?
Why is Creed so hated rock band? Why is Duff McKagan
called Duff? Why is duke Ellington important? Why is
"gangsta rap" so popular? Why is horse hair used for bows?
Why is Joe Jonas dating camilla? Why is Joe Jonas so
friggen hot? Why is Kevin Jonas' nickname k2? Why is lil
kim mad at lil cease? Why is Michael gyeszat so angry?
Why is Miley Cyrus so important? Why is most new rap so
terrible? Why is Paramore a pop/punk band? Why is Patrick
Stump overweight? Why is rapper lil wanye in jail? Why is
R.E.M. such a great band? Why is san quentin a bad
prison? Why is the famous Cheryl Clarke? Why is
Valentine's Day rated pg? Why Justin Bieber became
famous? Why Mandy Moore and not Amy Lee? Why must it
be so darned catchy? Why play the sitar sitting down? Why
type of guitar should I buy? Why was 60's music so
different? Why was Britney Spears arrested? Why was
ELLA baker so important? Why was Elvis Presley so
famous? Why was Hot Air Balloon written? Why was Justin
Bieber ever born? Why was the Cyrus Cylinder made? Why
50 cent dont like Kanye West? Why are piano teachers so
srtict? Why are some bands not on iTunes? Why are
stratocasters so popular? Why can't we say N*gga in
public? Why did Bob Marley Become famous? Why did
Cyndi Luper stop singing? Why did god make Michael
Jackson? Why did Jennifer Nettles divorce? Why did John
Lennon need glasses? Why did Jussi 69 kiss Ville Valo? Why
did just Bieber have no hair? Why did Justin Bieber write
baby? Why did Kurt cobain wear glasses? Why did Lil
Wayne go to jail now? Why did Miley Cyrus' Grandpa die?
Why did Miley Cyrus pole dancing? Why did Mozart
become a composer? Why did Nick Jonas have diabetes?
Why did oli Sykes stop screaming? Why did paramore
nearly break up? Why did people like shania twain? Why
did the band busted split up? Why did the band o-zone
break up? Why did tom split from blink 182? Why did yo-yo
ma move yo America? Why do conductors sweat on stage?
Why Does A Lute Have A Bent Neck? Why does Beyonce
dance like that? Why does everyone hate green day? Why
does everyone love Joe Jonas? Why does lily move in with
miley? Why does Miley wear a moose suit? Why does
nobody like Ashley Cole? Why Doesn't Amber Rose have
Hair? Why does Rihanna suck at singing? Why do girls likes
Justin Boeber? Why don't people love David Cook? Why do
people call Madonna madge? Why do people hate country
music? Why do people hate Justin Bieber? Why do people
hate screamo bands? Why do people like Black Sabbath?

Why do people like country music? Why do they think Kevin
not cute? Why do you love Bon Jovi so much? Why do you
need the fire service? Why have itunes prices gone up???
Why is 80's music so much better? Why is ABBA not
together anymore? Why is bizzy bones voice so high? Why
is Burton Cummings so famous? Why is chris brown's
career over? Why is drake called drake rogers? Why is
Hannah Montana so popular? WHY IS JAMES BLUNT SO
UNDERRATED? Why is John Lennon inspirational? Why is
justin bieber mother ugly? Why is Justin Bieber on the
news? Why is Justin Bieber so annoying? Why is justin
bieber so gorgeous? Why is Kesha stuck with Dr. Luke?
Why is Kevin Jonas's nickname K2? Why is Lil Wayne on the
Grammy's? Why is Michael Jackson important? Why is
Olivia Newton-John famous? Why is pet sounds so
influential? Why is Ronnie radke on probation? Why is
Taylor Swift a roll model? Why is the Jonas Brothers
moving? Why is the pentatonic scale used? Why is Whitney
Houston important? Why the Bass guitar was invented?
Why till lindmann left rammstein? Why was 2 pacs funeral
cancelled? Why was chalino sanchez murdered? Why was
drops of Jupiter written? Why was Elvis Presley so popular?
Why was Jelly Roll Morton famous? Why was People To
People founded? Why was the guitar made and when? Why
are all music notes different? Why are the Jonas brothers
famous? Why are the Jonas Brothers moving? Why are the
Jonas Brothers single? Why can't Justin Bieber date fans?
Why did adam Lambert get arrested? Why did Beyonce
jump in the crowd? Why did big bands die out in 1940?
Why did birdman adopted Lil Wayne? Why did Bob Dylan
write Hurricane? Why did catlin dump Justin Bieber? Why
did ciara and 50cent break up? Why did doctors cover Elvis
death? Why did Elvis' fame begin to fade? Why did Eminem
write When Im gone? Why did her friends call her Gaga?
Why did Howard Stern get divorced? Why did John Lennon
start to sing? Why did John Lennon write Imagine? Why did
Justin Bieber get beat up? Why did Kevin propose to
Danielle? Why did Kurt Cobain kill him self? Why did Kurt
gobang kill him self? Why did Led Zeppelin quit touring?
Why did lil'wayne shot two people? Why did Lyfe Jennings
get lock up? Why did 'Miley and Nick' break up? Why did
miley quit Hannah Montana? Why did mutya leave the
sugababes? Why Did My Amplifier Stop Working? Why did
paramore write 'my heart'? Why did people leave rise
against? Why did romantic era change occur? Why did
Taylor Swift sing Fifteen? Why did the Beatles go to
America? Why did the group Xscape break up? Why did the
veronicas form a band? Why do blacks make the best
music? Why do boys date your best friend? Why does a
trumpet need valve oil? Why does Avril Lavigne like Pizza?
Why does Chris Tomlin write music? Why does everyone
hate Nickleback? Why does Fergie have bowel issues? Why
does Jay-Z call himself jigga? Why does Jay-Z song
backwards say? Why does Justin Bieber love girls? Why
does miley cyrus wear glasses? Why does music include
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percussion? Why doesn't Eminem make new songs? Why
doesn't Kevin Jonas ever sing? Why doesnt nat wolff like
blondes? Why does Pink Floyd sound so good? Why does
Taylor Swift write songs? Why does this music sound so
good? Why do I love Iron Maiden so much? Why do people
admire Keyshia Cole? Why do people hate Eminem so
much? Why do people hate on kevin jonas? Why do people
listen to music for? Why do people love Hannah Montana?
Why do sisters and brothers fight? Why do so many people
hate Eminem? Why do you go to church on Sunday? Why do
you have the alphabet song? Why do you have to wear
underwear? Why do you like breaking Benjamin? Why do
you listen to Fall Out Boy? Why do you need chopper
amplifier? Why is 2 live crew banned from US? Why is B
flat used to tune a band? Why is bizzy bone's voice so high?
Why is Elvis Presley still famous? Why is Garth brooks not
on iTunes? Why is green day's logo a grenade? Why is
Greta Van Fleet so Popular? Why is Hannah Montana so
stuck up? Why is Justin Bieber in the crips? Why is Lil
Wayne's voice scratchy? Why is Mariah Carey's wedding
off? Why is Michael Jackson recognized? Why is Michael
Jackson well known? Why is music used in the military?
Why is Paula Abdul being replaced? Why is Paul Stanley so
openly gay? Why is playing the guitar so hard? Why is rock
music considered evil? Why is Shakespeare still popular.?
Why is Taylor Swift a good singer? Why miley is prettier
than Selena? Why my violin progress is so slow? Why
overhead stars do not twinkle? Why should you like Justin
bebier? Why so many questions about kanye? Why was
Justin Bieber in New York? Why was Michael Jackson
succesful? Why was saint veronica canonizied? Why was
Whitney Houston important? Why were the beatles so
important? Why won't my car play a burned CD? Why am I
so much into oldies music? Why are piano keys black and
white? Why are Slint such an amazing band? Why are so
many songs about babies? Why are stratocasters so
expensive? Why are the cheetah girls fighting? Why are the
Jonas brothers awesome? Why are there no Beatles
ringtones? Why are violin bridges unvarnished? Why are
woodwinds called woodwinds? Why cant Gerard way sing
right now? Why did Adam young want to perform? Why did
Adam young write fireflies? Why did Avril Lavigne dye her
hair? Why did Bach write classical music? Why did Bill
Kaulitz start smoking? Why did Britney Spears go to rehab?
Why did Chris Brown beat up rihhna? Why did Chris Brown
began to dance? Why did Ciara and 50 cent break up? Why
did Craig leave bless the fall? Why did Elvis Presley go to
German? Why did joe Jonas kiss Demi Lovato? Why did
jordin sparks write no air? Why did Justin Bieber get
stitches? Why did Justin Bieber have no hair? Why did Kurt
cobain killed himself? Why did Leona Lewis enter x factor?
Why did lil wayne and birdman kiss? Why did Lil Wayne get
fear god tat? Why did Louis Armstrong go to jial? Why did
Michael Jackson make music? Why did neil young become a
singer? Why did rihanna and chris brake up? Why did
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Taylor Swift begin singing? Why did tom delonge quit blink
182? Why did trading yesterday break up? Why did you
change your name miley? Why did your chemical romance
quit? Why does 50-cent have so much beef? Why does
Aston Merrygold love blue? Why does blackbear paint his
nails? Why does Chris Brown love to dance? Why does
Coldplay's new album suck? Why does country music suck
so bad? Why does everyone hate Limp Bizkit? Why does
everyone hate miley cyrus? Why does Justin Bieber like
purple? Why does laddy gaga dress so weird? Why does
Lady Gaga dress strangely? Why does lil Wayne hate his
father? Why does Marilyn Manson make music? Why does
Miley Cyrus do her stunts? Why do Nick Jonas like Miley
Cyrus? Why do People like bubbles so much? Why do
people listen to folk music? Why do people love Michael
Jackson? Why do people not like Kevin Jonas? Why do
people put like a gang sign? Why do people sing Opera in
French? Why do rappers call girls 'shawty'? Why do so
many people hate grammar? Why do some little boys like
girls? Why do tom kaulitz hump his guitar? Why do you
never see baby pidgeons? Why do you think Nickelbacks
sucks? Why has Justin biebers voice broke? Why he lied to
be called fireflies? Why is A440 the standard for music?
Why is a frog your favorite animal? Why is AM radio only
talk and news? Why is Carman singing Gospel music? Why
is classical music so relaxing? Why is gerard ways voice
going bad? Why is Justin Bieber a good person? Why is
kendrick lamar so underated? Why is Michael Jackson
significant? Why is Miley Cyrus episodes ending? Why is
Miley Cyrus sooo untalented? Why is miley tired of being
famous? Why is pop music hated so much now? Why I's
Selena Gomez dating Justin? Why is the piano called
pianoforte? Why is the piccolo so high pitched? Why is tik
tok a bad song for kids? Why Nick Jonas get out of
brothers? Why Snoop Dogg is angry at Bow Wow? Why so
people call Kevin Jonas k-2? Why was Bret Michaels
hospitalized? Why was Eminem's movie call 8 mile? Why
was Guitar used in Blues music? Why was Tarja fired from
Nightwish? Why Adam Lambert lost American Idol? Why
are clarinets made from ebonite? Why are guys in love with
Lady Gaga? Why are the Jonas brothers sooo hot? Why are
there Jonas Brothers haters? Why did Alicia Keys become a
singer? Why did Avril lavigne start singing? Why did
Beethoven compose Fur Elise? Why did Black Sabbath
become a band? Why did bob geldof get a knighthood? Why
did Bow Wow break up with Ciara? Why did Britney Spears
stop singing? Why did chad channing leave nirvana? Why
did Daniel Powter write Bad Day? Why did Elvis and Pricilla
break up? Why did Eminem sell out like he did? Why did
Greenday dye his hair blond? Why did jordin sparks start
singing? Why did Josephine Baker go to Paris? Why did
kesha ex fiance passed away? Why did Lady Ga Ga write
speechless? Why did Linkin Park write by myself? Why did
Michael Jackson raise money? Why did Miley Cyrus change
her hair? Why did Nicki Minaj lose her babies? Why did

Nick Jonas dump Miley Cyrus? Why did Nicolai RimskyKorsakov die? Why did Sammy hagar leave van halen? Why
did the dinosaur cross the road? Why did Tupac think
biggie shot him? Why do black eyed peas suck so much?
Why do boys not like the Jonas bros? Why does Cheryl Cole
want a divorce? Why does jusin Bieber sing terrible? Why
does justin bieber act childish? Why does Michael Jackson
look weird? Why does my throat hurt when i sing? Why
does my throat hurt when I sing? Why doesn't anyone love
Kevin Jonas? Why doesn't Bon Jovi come to Israel? Why
doesn't Justin Bieber like cats? Why does rihanna warships
the evils? Why does Taylor Swift not like guns? Why does
the rose plant have thorns? Why does this song sound like
k-pop? Why does Trey Songz go by this name? Why do girls
fall in love so easily? Why do lil Wayne say baby his daddy?
Why dont people not like John Mayer? Why don't you like
the name Jessica? Why do people have different voices?
Why do people like Bob Marley music? Why do people love
Beyoncé so much? Why do people love Three Days Grace?
Why do people scream when they fall? Why do some
superheroes wear a mask? Why do songs get stuck in our
heads? Why hasn't david icke been silenced? Why has
popular music become so bad? Why is downloading songs
so popular? Why is electric guitar legal to own? Why is
Gary Cherone so freaking gay? Why is Hannah Montana
final episode? Why is image important to lady gaga? Why is
Justin Bieber dating Caitlin? Why is Katy Perry's last name
Perry? Why is Lil Wayne Adams apple so big? Why is Lil
Wayne such a good rapper? Why is Linkin Park not coming
India? Why is Maria Callas called a 'diva'? Why is Michael
Jackson a role model? Why is Miley Cyrus a bad role
model? Why is Miley Cyrus giving up acting? Why is
nickelback called nickelback? Why is noodle from gorillaz a
robot? Why isn't Crossfade touring anymore? Why is the
trumpet in the orchestra? Why is the violin called the
violin? Why should Music classes not be cut? Why should
you wear a Surgical mask? Why was Bruno Mars carrying a
piano? Why was Michael Jackson so creative? Why was
Miley Cyrus nicknamed Miley? Why was Mozart's dad so
mean to him? Why was power metal music developed? Why
was thriller a very famous song? Why was xxxtenacion shot
and killed? Why won't my Karaoke mixer mix mics? Why
wouldn t piano be taught by key? Why are Bach's piano
works so weird ? Why are girls all over Justin Bieber? Why
are Taylor jayne's thumbs so fat? Why are the Benetton
brothers famous? Why are there only two bagpipe songs?
Why Beethoven composed classic music? Why can't Nas
just pick better beats? Why cant you access the iTunes
store? Why did Bob Marley shoot the sheriff? Why did
briney spears shave her head? Why did Chalmers 'Spanky'
Alford die? Why did clive burr leave iron maiden? Why did
Cody Simpson become a singer? Why did Corey Taylor
change his mask? Why did debussy write le petit negre?
Why did Elvis Presley change history? Why did Hannah
Montana get cancelled? Why did is techno music named
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techno? Why did Joe Jonas go to the hostiple? Why did Lil
Wayne and Trina break up? Why did Linkin Park choose
that name? Why did Michael Jackson wear perfume? Why
did Miles Davis invent Cool Jazz? Why did Miley Cyrus do
Vanity Affair? Why did owl city write hello seattle? Why did
people think lady g was both? Why did pink want to become
a singer? Why did Ronnie radke get put in jail? Why did syd
barrett leave Pink Floyd? Why did the Backstreet Boys
break up? Why did the Punks wear Nazi uniforms? Why did
they shot Selena quintanilla? Why Did Vibeke Stene Leave
Tristania? Why does a guitar have a hollow body? Why does
dropping the 5th sound nice? Why does Hollywood undead
wear masks? Why does hubble have a radio antenna? Why
does Jake h. have to like people? Why does Joe Jonas look
like he's 15? Why does justin bieber look so young? Why
does Lady Gaga worship the devil? Why does my throat
hurt while i sing? Why doesn't Beyonce's dad like Jay-Z?
Why doesn't soulja boy attend school? Why does your radio
have L O C on it? Why do girls love the Jonas Brothers?
Why do I like listening to sad music? Why do people dislike
Marilyn Manson? Why do people say Taylor Swift sucks?
Why do people say yoko ono cant aing? Why do people
think Drakes overrated? Why do people think Green Day is
emo? Why do string instruments have holes? Why do you
have to fight the feeling? Why is a flute a woodwind
instrument? Why is Beyonce not pregnant by Jay-Z? Why is
Brittney Spear's hair is bald? Why is country music better
than rap? Why is hip hop so retarded this year? Why is Joy
to the World easy to sing? Why is Justin Bieber so highpitched? Why is Lady Gaga rumored to be a man? Why is
Michael Jackson still popular? Why is miley leaving Hannah
montanah? Why is the beatles white album white? Why is
there a Cheetah Girls 4 movie? Why is there no B sharp in
the piano? Why Justin Bieber has broken his leg? Why
Selena Gómez has a music career? Why was hating Justin
Bieber a trend? Why was John Lennon murdered and how?
Why was 'Just the two of us' Written? Why was Luther
vandross so important? Why was music important in 19701979? Why was Selena quintanilla important? Why wont
your windows and radio work? Why would people like
Hannah Montana? Why are antique violins so desireable?
Why are boys jealous of Justin Bieber? Why are the Jonas
Brothers so amazing? Why are the Jonas Brothers so
popular? Why are the kaulitz twins vegetarians? Why can't
I do anything without music? Why cant i get nice tone on
my guitar? Why cant they make music with quality? Why
did ACDC choose to sing about TNT? Why did Amy
Winehouse have a piercing? Why did Bob Marley drop out
of school? Why did David Bowie become a musician? Why
did Ian Curtis leave Joy Division? Why did Jennifer Nettles
get divorced? Why did Lady Gaga get plastic surgery? Why
did lady gaga write born this way? Why did lily Allen studt
horticulture? Why did Miley Cyrus right just a girl? Why did
my Webkinz account get banned? Why did nick and Miley
Cyrus broke up? Why did Roy Orbison wear dark glasses?
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Why did Taylor Swift write Love Story? Why did Taylor
Swift write 'Our Song'? Why did Tchaikovsky become a
composer? Why did the beach boys sue Katy Perry? Why
did the clock jump out the window? Why did they form the
band Nickelback? Why did wes borland leave limp bizkit?
Why do artist cover othe artist songs? Why do artists swear
in there songs??? Why does Bret Micheals wear a bandana?
Why does everybody love Justin Bieber? Why does Gaydrick
Fagmar suck so much? Why does Hannah Montana hate
Mexicans? Why does Justin Bieber want to single? Why
does justin bieber wear necklaces? Why does Michael
Jackson have Twitter? Why does music make me feel
depressed? Why does Nick Jonas like Selena Gomez? Why
doesn't Justin bieber want to act? Why doesn't Miley Cyrus
like Twilight? Why does Paul McCartney sing so badly?
Why does pitbull always wear glasses ? Why does rihanna's
fans call her RiRi? Why does the army have marching
bands? Why do i always sing along with songs? Why do I
keep losing my voice?? Help!? Why don't people like
Michael Jackson? Why do people download illegal musics?
Why do people hate the Jonas Brothers? Why do people say
Justin Bieber is 11? Why do people think lil pump is music?
Why do rappers look the same nowadays? Why do so many
people hate Bob Marley? Why do the Jonas brothers like
cheeze? Why do they call Paul McCartney macca? Why do
you want to meet Justin bieber? Why have you never heard
of Lady Gaga? Why is demi tyring to take Selena job? Why
is Elton john a egotistical prick? Why is Frankie Jonas call
bones Jonas? Why is hip hop more popular than rock? Why
is Miley Cyrus ALWAYS on the news? Why isn't Ace Frehley
in Kiss anymore? Why is Sam important to Justin bieber?
Why is slipknot banned from Minnesota? Why is stimulus
progression important? Why is there no Def Leppard on
iTunes? Why is www.dapslyrics.com not working? Why
Michael Jackson want to be famous? Why mtv dont put
music videos anymore? Why theme songs have unfitting
titles? Why was Bob Marley always smoking pot? Why was
Elvis the King of Rock N Roll? Why was gershwin's music
so important? Why was the electric guitar developed? Why
was the game kicked out of g unit? Why was there never
another Woodstock? Why was Vivaldi called the red priest?
Why were early radios called wireless? Why are Jackie
Evancho fans so fanatic? Why are the Jonas Brothers so
handsome? Why can't I match pitch with my voice ? Why
can't people contact justin bieber? Why can't rappers be
original nowadays? Why cant your computer download
iTunes? Why did Banjo Paterson change his name? Why did
Billie Holiday Change her name? Why did Bill Kaulitz have
an operation? Why did Blink 182 call themselves that? Why
did Casting Crowns switch drummers? Why did Chopin
write The Funeral March? Why did Eric dill leave the click
five? Why did Gwen Stefani and tony break up? Why did
Jason Aldean write amirllo sky? Why did Jeff Watson leave
night ranger? Why did Johnny Cash's dad blame Johnny?
Why did Justin Bieber get mad at a fan? Why did lil kim get

her stomach pumped? Why did Metallica write the song
''One? Why did miley call her horse blue jean? Why did
Nicki minaj make moment 4 life? Why did people call
Beethoven immortal? Why did pete wentz try to kill
himself? Why did Reggie Bush and Ciara break up? Why did
Ryan seacrest shoot Bob Marley? Why did Tommy Hill
Snitch on Everybody? Why Do Boys Take The Mick Out Of
Girls? Why do brothers and sisters look alike? Why does
every girl love Justin Bieber? Why does everyone hate
Michael Jackson? Why does everyone love Michael Jackson?
Why does helium make your voice higher? Why does Joe
Jonas not have a Joe hawk? Why does Justin act cool when
he isn't? Why Does Justin Bieber Grab His Crouch? Why
does Justin Bieber know about love? Why does Miley Cyrus
hate black people? Why does Miley Cyrus hate Selena
Gomez? Why does Nick Jonas always were a ring? Why
does old school music suck so much? Why does slipknot
have so many members? Why does Taylor swift write love
songs? Why does the trumpet have three valves? Why do I
play guitar with my left hand? Why do Nirvana fans hate
Courtney Love? Why don't more people hate the beatles?
Why don't people listen to indie music? Why do peopla hate
Miley Cyrus so much? Why do people hate Miley Cyrus so
much? Why do people like to tour in Scotland? Why do so
many people hate Cheryl Cole? Why do some people hate
Ashlee Simpson? Why do students study music in schools?
Why do they call trey songz trey songz? Why do violins
have white flakey stuff? Why Do you Love Justin Bieber Soo
Much? Why hasn't One Direction come to Egypt? Why is A
440 used to tune an orchestra? Why is a minim also called a
half note? Why is Bill Kaulitz named Bill Kaulitz? Why is
buddy holly's son such a sercet? Why is Celine Dion such a
great singer? Why is Cheryl Cole leaving her husband? Why
is Hannah Montana leveing the show? Why is Hip Hop so
terrible this decade? Why is Joe Jonas in the Jonas
brothers? Why is Justin Bieber and Usher friends? Why is
Justin Bieber such a girly girl? Why is Kevin Jonas so into
bird houses? Why is Lady Gaga such a great musician? Why
is miley and nick are dating again? Why isn't Kevin in the
Backstreet Boys? Why is pine wood used to make cabinets?
Why is radio not working on 2003 Jetta? Why is
Shakespeare so popular even now? Why is Taiwan so
important for Beijing? Why is the band psychostick so
awesome? Why is The Cure considered a punk band? Why
is the flute a woodwind instrument? Why is the Jonas
Brothers very popular? Why some teenagers want to be a
singer? Why Taylor Swift is better than Adele?? Why The
F*ck are people hating on 2pac? Why was by the lake
written for violin? Why was dimebag darrell called
dimebag? Why was eminem named best rapper alive? Why
was Michael Jackson not successful? Why was Michael
Jackson scared of dogs? Why was Michael Jackson's casket
small? Why was the Danish singer so important? Why were
drums very imortant in Africa? Why would anyone like to
work at petco? Why are most rappers if not all immoral?
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Why are so many guitarists so damn lazy? Why are the
Jonas brothers so important? Why can some people sing
and some can't? Why can't I get any better on my violin?
Why can't you play your songs on iTunes? Why can't you
stop loving a married man? Why did ab quintanilla kick out
pee wee? Why did alesana name themselves alesana? Why
did beyonce want to become a singer? Why did Carrie
Underwood temporary home? Why did Cheryl Cole divorce
Ashley Cole? Why did Chris Brown want to be a singer?
Why did Duke Ellington divorce his wife? Why did Eminem
get 6 years of probation? Why did Grand Funk without the
Railroad? Why did Hannah Montana stop for a while? Why
did Justin Bieber almost go to jail? Why did Justin bieber
mom and dad split? Why did Lady Gaga change her hair
color? Why did Lisa Bonet leave the Cosby Show? Why did
Michael Jackson move to Bahrain? Why did Michael split
from the Jackson5? Why did Miley Cyrus buy school
supplies? Why did Mozart write his Symphony No.40? Why
didn't George Frideric Handel marry? Why didn't kanye
ever get in a rap beef? Why did priscilla Presley divorce
Elvis? Why did they break up chris and rihanna? Why did
they say eminem was a homophobe? Why did toni tintari
leave rise against? Why do baton rouge people jig to a
song? Why do boys not like the Jonas brothers? Why does a
bass clef follow by two dots? Why does eminem hate
Christopher Reeves? Why does everybody fancy Aston from
JLS? Why does Ireland like traditional music? Why does
Jesse McCartney make you swoon? Why does Kevin Jonas
collect birdhouses? Why does lil Jon always wear
sunglasses? Why does Marilyn Manson dress different?
Why does Miley Cyrus have cheesy dances? Why does my
larynx get sore when I sing? Why does Paul McCartney do
what he does? Why does Rihanna not call herself robyn?
Why does the band KISS get so much hate? Why does your
dad ask so many questions? Why do girls go crazy for Justin
Bieber? Why do girls like Justin bieber so much? Why do
girls think Justin Bieber is hot? Why do I keep dreaming of
Justin Bieber? Why do Jonas brothers wear purity rings?
Why don t I enjoy piano lessons anymore? Why do people
call Justin Beiber a girl? Why do people like the Beatles so
much ? Why do people listen to hard core music? Why do
people think adele is "Talented"? Why do people think Bob
Dylan is Jewish? Why do radio announcers wear
headphones? Why do they call Nick Jonas mrpresident?
Why do you need a bass player in a band? Why has Michael
Jackson stopped singing? Why hasn't anyone solved Tupac's
murder? Why hasn't Miley performed in Milwaukee? Why is
everyone so in love with Beyonce? Why is g sharp not
working on saxophone? Why is Hannah Montana's nick
name miley? Why is it genre is a form of literature? Why is
it I like listening to sad songs? Why is Lady Gaga part of
the Illuminati? Why isn't Justin bieber dating somebody?
Why is raven not in the cheetah girls 3? Why is tennis a
waiter's favorite sport? Why is the french horn not on Wii
Music? Why is the grading system A B C D and F? Why is
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the recorder called the recorder? Why is the tenor sax in
the reed family? Why is your electric guitar not working?
Why is Z-Ro the most under rated rapper? Why Mileyey
Cyrus become Hannah Montana? Why was Caitlin beadles
in the hopsital? Why was Elvis Presley important in 1967?
Why was Michael Jackson beaten as a kid? Why was miley
fired from Hannah Montana? Why was westlife love tour
not released? Why wont my dad let me go see lady gaga?
Why are classical musicians so overrated? Why are music
albums released on Tuesday? why aren't taylor swifts songs
on itunes? Why are the best songs always about love? Why
are there two treble clefs for piano? Why can't takamine
accept martin strings? Why cant you use the midi on
garage band? Why did Angela winbush divorce ron isley?
Why did beethoven write the 5th symphony? Why did
Beethoven write the 9th symphony? Why did cheryl cole
split up with Ashley? Why did Chris Profeta leave
hellogoodbye? Why did Elton John become Sir Elton John?
Why did Joe Jonas break up with Taylor S? Why did Justin
Bieber make the song baby? Why did Justin Bieber's
parents split up? Why did Lauren London name her baby
that? Why did Mozart compose the 40th symphony? Why
did nat quit the Naked Brothers Band? Why did Nick Jonas
and Selena Gomez kiss? Why did Norma strait leave george
strait? Why didn't Tina turner have an education? Why did
penderecki composer the threnody? Why did Pete Wentz
try to commit suicide? Why did scary kids scaring kids
break up? Why did Stuart Sutcliffe stay in Hamburg? Why
did the Jonas brothers write hold on? Why did they have the
Woodstock festival? Why did Vivaldi compose the Four
Seasons? Why did Yune left the GazettE jrock band? Why
do bass clarinets play in orchestras? Why do bow wow and
romeo hate each other? Why do Dr Dre and eazy e hate
each other? Why does Britney Spears mime at concerts?
Why does dun dun ba drums have two drums? Why does
Fergie have to be so irritating? Why does hit a drum harder
make a louder? Why does Jason derulo say beloka heights?
Why does Justin Bieber have lots of fans? Why does Justin
Bieber have so many fans? Why does Justin bieber love
Selena Gomez? Why does Justin Bieber voice like a girl?
Why does lil Wayne have tattoo teardrops? Why does Lil
Wayne say the martian quote? Why does Marilyn Manson
have a glass eye? Why does my ukulele have a buzzing
sound? Why does no one like 5 seconds of summer? Why
doesn't Katy Perry have any children? Why doesn't Lady
Gaga like her real name? Why does she want to quit
Hannah Montana? Why do I suddenly suck at playing
viola?? Why don't white people like black people? why do
people hate/dislike country music? Why do people hate
screamo music so much? Why do people hate the Smashing
Pumpkins? Why do people on Bali make Gamelan music?
Why do rappers rap about money and girls? Why do smaller
drums have a higher pitch? Why do so many people hate
country music? Why do the NY Yankees have so much
money? Why do you modulate High frequency waves? Why

do young people not like older music? Why has Neil
Diamond lost so much weight? Why is Alecia Beth Moore's
nickname Pink? Why is Avril lavigne an amazing Canadian?
Why is everyone in love with the bealtes? Why is everyone
saying Lady Gaga is dead? Why is everything so good so
bad for you? Why is Hip Hop a male dominated industry?
Why is justin bieber's favorite number 6? Why is lavender
lady gaga favorite color? Why is Neil Young considered
influential? Why is Nick Jonas's nickname MrPresedent?
Why isn't Naked Brothers Band on anymore? Why is shaffer
chimere smith called neyo? Why is shawty like a melody in
your head? Why is singing harder when doing kareoke?
Why is the band Paramore so freaking gay? Why is the
piccolo considered a woodwind? Why is the tuba a low
pitched instrument? Why Rage Against the Machine end at
2000? Why Shakira and lil wayn are they dating? Why
should we know about Michael Jackson? Why was Jimmy
Sullivan on antidepressant? Why was Justin Bieber's
manager arrested? Why was lady gaga in an egg for 72
hours? Why wasnt Ryan dunn on bams unholy union? Why
wasn't tito Jackson in the Jackson 5? Why was ray Charles
important to history? Why was the band name the beatles
chosen? Why was the song Hero by Skillet written? Why
were quasars first called radio star? Why are classical
music players so boring? Why are Rihanna and Chris Brown
going out? Why are strats so simple but so expensive? Why
are the black eyed peas so underrated? Why are there so
much Kevin Jonas hatters? Why are violas important to the
orchestra? Why are you not giving his private number? Why
can some people sing and others can't? Why Can't Spotify
& Apple Music Play Nice? Why can't you have Justin
Bieber's number? Why did Amy Lee and Shaun Morgan
break up? Why did a spark came out of back of dryer? Why
did Britney Spears shave all her hair? Why did Justin bieber
write the song baby? Why did Justin Bieber wrote the song
Baby? Why did justins mom put the videos of him? Why did
k'naan write the song waving flag? Why did Lindbergh
become an American Idol? Why did Louis price leave the
temptations? Why did Michael Jackson fight keri hilson?
Why did Michael jackson give Bubbles away? Why did
Miley Cyrus become Hannah Montana? Why did Miley
Cyrus cancel Hannah Montana? Why did new boys make
the song dirty mind? Why did someone write the national
anthem? Why did Taylor Swift write 'The Best Day'? Why
did the band the medic droid break up? Why did the
Beatles cease touring in 1966? Why did the Jonas brothers
write eternity? Why did Zac and Josh Farro leave
Paramore? Why does Bono from U2 wear tinted glasses?
Why does everybody pronounce Chopin wrong? Why does
Joe Jonas doesn't come to Quebec? Why does Nick Jonas
always look depressed? Why doesn't Lil Wayne give his
number out? Why does Synyster Gates wear a fedora hat?
Why does Taylor Swift always wear dresses? why do guys
dislike Avril Lavigne's music? Why do kids these days all
like pop music? Why do N-Dubz say na na ni in there
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songs? Why do new music CDs come out on Tuesdays? Why
dont jay z didnot like her girlfriend? Why don t they
modernize the violin/viola? Why do people find my music
choices Funny? Why do people make fun of Michael
Jackson? Why do people say that Nat wolf's mom die? Why
do people still listen to the beatles? Why Do Radio Waves
Travel Faster At Night? Why do some folk songs come from
a region? Why do trombone have a high pitched sound?
Why do you sing national anthems at games? Why do you
want Justin Bieber to date you? Why is a guitar have a hole
in the middle? Why is a recorder made of wood or plastic?
Why is Christina Aguilera such a has-been? Why is Elvis
always leaving the building ? Why is everyone in Justin
Bieber bunssins? Why is everyone turning anti-Fall Out
Boy? Why is Friends PnB Rock's only great song? Why is
Justin Bieber's email confidential? Why is Lady Gaga on her
monster ball tour? Why is Miley Cyrus leaving Hannah
Montana? Why is Miley Cyrus qutting Hannah Montana?
Why is my voice cracking? Please help?!?!? Why is rock 'n'
roll called rock 'n' roll? Why is Stevie Wonder called Stevie
Wonder? Why is there no photos tab in your itunes? Why is
the tabla used in so many cultures? Why justin bieber does
not like chocolate? Why should music be introduced in
schools? Why some people making fun of emo or goth? Why
Soulja Boy ain't making no more songs? Why Space
Cowboy is always with Lady Gaga? Why was Dimebag
Darrell shot dead in 2004? Why was George Frederick
Handel so famous? Why was Jimi Hendrix important to
history? Why was Michael Jackson a great performer? Why
wasn't Justin Bieber at the 2011 KCAs? Why was steven
tyler fired from aerosmith? Why was Twinkle Twinkle Little
Star wrote? Why weren't CD's weren't used in the 80's?
Why were quasars first called radio stars? Why and how did
the first piano come about? Why are people hating on Bow
Wow and Ciara? Why are the beatles still remembered
today? Why are the Tokio Hotel twins so different? Why are
the Veronicas called the veronicas? Why are they called a
"barbershop" Quartet? Why can't I get rid of the song in my
head? Why cant I stop this obsession with eminem? Why
did Bach name this concert Brandenberg? Why did
blessthefall kick Craig mabbit out? Why did Bob Marley
write 'No woman no cry'? Why did carmit bachar leave
pussycat dolls? Why did Carrie Underwood want to be
famous? Why did chipmunk rapper make I am chipmunk?
Why did Chris Brown sing the song with you? Why did
Giuseppe Verdi start writing music? Why did justin bieber
break up with his gf? Why did Michael Jackson get police
brutaly? Why did Michael Jackson's doctor disappear? Why
did Michael Jackson steal the moonwalk? Why did Michael
Jackson wear penny loafers? Why did nick leave queens of
the stone age? Why didn't Kanye go to the grammys
tonight? Why did people say Miley Cyrus was pergant? Why
did Shakira disguised herself as a guy? Why did trace Cyrus
leave the Cyrus family? Why did Tupac write keep your
head up song? Why did vennessa take a picture of herself?
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Why do all songs now have a techno version? Why do a lot
of Beatles fans hate Yoko Ono? Why does a radio go off
when you unplug it? Why does Cheryl Cole sing as well as
dance? Why does everybody seem to like Billy Joel? Why
does everybody seem to like Elton John? WHY DOES
EVERY MUSLIM LISTEN TO 2PAC MUSIC? Why does hip
hop get more worst every year? Why does it say danger on
Joe Jonas pillow? Why does Justin Bieber not like fat
people? Why does Miley Cyrus like to be an actress? Why
does Nicki Minaj call herself a barbie? Why doesn't Justin
Bieber answer his phone? Why doesn't Nick Jonas respond
to fan mail? Why do girls love JLS when they're so crap?
Why do hot cross buns have crosses on them? Why do Jay-Z
and Beyonce worship the devil? Why do nu metal bands
replace the c with k? Why Do People Hate People Who Sing
Covers ? Why do the newsboys have a new lead singer?
Why do you need cork grease for a clarinet? Why has Miley
Cyrus stop dating Nick Jonas? Why haven't Nas and
Eminem worked together? Why internet YouTube has
mozzart fur elise? Why is beethoven's 9th symphony so
special? Why is Billy Ray keeping her away from him? Why
is Cheryl Cole still married to Ashley? Why is it so hard to
sing in my head voice? Why is it that some people just can't
sing? Why is iTunes being so stupid? Or is it me? Why is
Justin biebers girlfriend invisible? Why is lil Wayne not
welcome in hollygrove? Why is meatloaf the singer called
meatloaf? Why is Metallica important to Rock History? Why
is Michael Jackson's Doctor in trouble? Why is Michael
Jackson worth knowing about? Why isn't lady gaga acting
like a catholic? Why isn’t much music about music
anymore? Why is rock music so underrated these days?
Why is sauce walka the rapper so underated? Why is Spring
by Antonio Vivaldi important? Why is the clarinet in the
woodwind family? Why is there no B sharp or C flat in
music? Why is the saxaphone a woodwind instrument? Why
is tokio hotel the awesomest band ever? Why Shouldn't I
learn a Musical Instrument? Why Taylor swift is dating Jake
Gyllenhaal? Why was biggie smalls known as frank white?
Why was Billie Holiday's nickname Lady day? Why was
James from metallica drink so much? Why was Michael
Jackson such a good dancer? Why wasn’t Janet Jackson in
the Jacksons? Why were the 80s such a bad time for music?
Why would a song be considered sentimental? Why are
Michael Jackson's kids homeschooled? Why are old violins
better than new violins? Why are top songs no longer good
and catchy? Why can't black's screamo as well as whites?
Why couldn't Miley Cyrus cover Pixies songs? Why did Bob
Marley write three little birds? Why did bow wow and
Angela simmons break up? Why did Chris Brown and
Rihanna stop dating? Why did curtis Jackson spend time in
prison? Why did Duke Ellington choose the name Duke?
Why did Hanna Beth and Trace Cyrus break up? Why did
joe jonas and mandy jiroux break up? Why did Joe Jonas
and Taylor Swift break up? Why did John Lennon get
murdred by somebody? Why did Justin Biebers manager

get arrested? Why did Justin biebers mum and dad split up?
Why did Kesha vomit in Paris Hiltons closet? Why did lil
mama jump on stage at the vma's? Why did Lil Wayne and
Raven Samone break up? Why did Mark David Chapman
kill John Lennon? Why did Miley Cyrus had Nick Jonas
necklace? Why did nick jonas' pillow say mr president? Why
did nick Jonas take off his purity ring? Why didn't Lily pick
Miley in flag football? Why didn't Solomon Linda copyright
his song? Why did Scott joplin's dad leave his family? Why
did the beatles become the biggest band? Why did Tupac
have thug life on his stomach? Why do bar chords on guitar
hurt my fingers? Why do brothers always think they are
right? Why does bill kaulitz dress the way he does? Why
does childrens songs exist (No offense)? Why does dj
khaled barely sing in his songs? Why does elizebeth Taylor
deny she has aids? Why does friend prefer Debussy to
Beethoven? Why does itunes keep rejecting my Ipod Nano?
Why does Joe Jonas have a cross on his ring? Why does Joe
Jonas package always look huge? Why does Justin Bieber
like the word shawty? Why does Madonna talk with a
British Accent? Why does miley cyrus look up to Hilary
Duff? Why does my ukulele go out of tune so often? Why
does Nick Jonas like the song year 3000? Why doesn't a
trumpet sound like an ukulele? Why doesn't Justin Bieber
Have A girlfriend? Why doesn't JustinBieber live in
California? Why does your breath stink when you wake up?
Why does your trombone make a humming noise? Why
don't black people like classical music? Why do people take
music lesson for so long? Why do people think techno
music is 'white'? Why do people think trance is called
techno? Why do you think the beatles are so amazing? Why
do you think treble clef have that name? Why Elvis
Presley's home is named Graceland? Why Hannah Montana
quiteing is she prangant? Why is a clarinet important to an
orchestra? Why is all dance music 120 beats per minute?
Why is Elton John performing in Victoria BC? Why is
everyone obsessed with Justin Bieber? Why is Frankie
Jonas called the bonus Jonas? Why is Iris by the Goo Goo
Dolls named Iris? Why is it illegal to dress up as Boy
George? Why is JLS more popular the Alexandra Burke?
Why is Justin Bieber not singing for a year? Why is lauren
so obsessed with luke's díck? Why is Miley Cyrus not doing
Hannah Montana? Why is Taylor swift's favorite color
orange? Why is the radio so important to the public? Why is
WMG banning their music from youtube? Why Jerry Garcia
is better than the beatles? Why rock vocals are in such a
high register? Why they don't tour here in the Philippines?
Why was circles by Hollywood undead written? Why was
Elton John given the title of 'Sir'? Why was Frank Sinatra
called "Ol Blue Eyes"? Why was Hades hated so much by
his brothers? Why was Michael Jackson allergic to the sun?
Why was Michael jacksons mom his role model? Why
wasn't Michael Jackson in the Cry video? Why was twinkle
twinkle little star written? Why were the Merrill Marauders
so important? Why are black people usally the best singers?
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Why are Michael Jackson's children not black? Why are
people obsessed with Jackie Evaancho? Why are singing
and talking voices different? Why cant people accept lady
gaga is bisexual? Why did 2pac to refer himself as
Machiavelli? Why did alex gaskarth brother commit
suicide? Why did Andrew Lloyd webber write variations?
Why did don felder get fired from the Eagles? Why did
Duke Ellington friends call him duke? Why did Enya
dedicate a song to Ridley Scott? Why did Jason Aldean
write his song hicktown? Why did johnny cash start playing
the guitar? Why did Justin Bieber lie about his age then?
Why did justin bieber's mom and dad split up? Why did nick
Jonas broke up with Miley Cyrus? Why didn't Katy Perry
just use her real name? Why did people take Michael
Jackson's monkey? Why did Ricardo Arjona write the song
Mojado? Why did the Beatles change their music style?
Why did the emperor object to Mozart's opera? Why did the
lead singer leave a skylit drive? Why did they write the
song rehab by rihanna? Why did tokio hotel tv episodes
stop in 2010? Why did Trace Cyrus get kicked out of
family? Why did Tupac refer to himsef as Machiavelli? Why
did vinciet van Gogh cut off his own ear? Why do 12 year
olds date at such a young age? Why do 40 and up people
hate today's hip hop? Why do babies cry at the sound of the
violin? Why does Adele run away from people at lunch?
Why does all music sound the same these days? Why does
everyone hate the show Atomic Betty? Why does Justin
biber always sing about love? Why does Justin bieber
always wear high-tops? Why does Justin Bieber like the
name jasmine? Why does justin bieber wear colored
contacts? Why does Lady Gaga hold her hand like a claw?
Why does Lil Wayne's new album suck so badly? Why does
Marilyn Manson wear a contacts lens? Why does Maya
angelous brother call her Maya? Why does music sound
different then the 80's? Why does music sound so
"different" nowadays? Why does my percussion drum set
sound so bad? Why doesn't anybody consider e40 the
g.o.a.t? Why doesn't anyone like my music that i make?
Why doesn't Chris Cornell go on tour anymore? Why doesn
t my classical guitar stay in tune? Why doesn't Paul
McCartney get married again? Why doesn't the radio in my
1998 escort work? Why does piano fit into the percussion
group? Why does Rihanna make Chris Brown very angry?
Why does Snoop Dogg's head look like a penis? why do
guitar strings make your fingers hurt? why do guys think
the jonas brothers are gay? Why do Musical Instruments
Cause me stressed? Why don't Crystal Radios need a power
source? Why do people hate on others' favorite music? Why
do people judge you for your music taste? Why do people
make up rumors about Lady Gaga? Why do people not like
country music anymore? Why do people sing when they
obviously can't? Why do Primus (band) fans say "primus
sucks"? Why do White rappers rap about killing women?
Why do you need to add rosin to a violin bow? Why is Alicia
Keys charity work so important? Why is Dolly Parton Miley
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Cyrus's god mother? Why is important to sing the national
anthem? Why is it by Timbaland if he doesn't sing it? Why
is it called lip syncing not lip singing? Why isn't Tal
Bachman more famous than he is? Why Is Rush the Band
Considered Classic Rock? Why is steel good for electric
guitar bridge? Why is the coldplay song Amsterdam called
so? Why is the hallelujah chorus still so famous? Why is the
Radio not working on a 1994 Jetta? Why on paparazzi does
Lady Gaga have cruches? Why piano keys are not in
alphabetical order? Why to ancient people love Bruce
Springsteen? Why was John Lennon considered legally
blind? Why was the song "stan up" wrote by ludacris? Why
were musical dramas band from the church? Why
woodwind should be in front of the brass? Why are
dynamics important in classical music? Why are Miley
Cyrus parents getting a divorce? Why are Nickleback the
worlds most hated band? Why are some guitars expensive
and some cheap? Why can I only sing in a higher pitched
voice? Why cant people become famous if they want to?
Why did alec john such of Bon Jovi leave band? Why did
"America" never name their damn horse? Why did Bruno
Mars and Chanel Malvar break up? Why did cheryl Cole
split up with Ashley Cole? Why did Joey Jordison leave the
band slipknot? Why did john Lennon live with his auntie
mimi? Why did Justin Bieber have a cast on his foot? Why
did Michael Jackson brother quit the band? Why did
Michael Jackson deny having four kids? Why did Michael
Jackson have himself bleached? Why did Michael Jackson
visit the White House? Why did Miley Cyrus throw away
two good songs? Why did Nick Jonas break up with Selena
Gomez? Why did Pink Floyd write darkside of the moon?
Why did selena gomez break up with nick jonas? Why did
tupac and biggie smalls start beefing? Why did U2 name
their album 'The Joshua Tree'? Why do chimes belong to
the percussion family? Why does blood come out when your
hit puberty? Why does everyone hate Britney Spears so
much? Why does Justin Bieber have such a high voice? Why
does Justin Bieber write songs about love? Why does Lady
Gaga wear all the weird clothes? Why does miley have half
brothers and sisters? Why does my guitar amp pop when i
turn it off? Why doesn't Nick Jonas like the song 7 things?
Why doesnt Nick Jonas respond to his fan mail? Why does
your finger hurt when playing guitar? Why do people make
music if we can’t use it? Why do people who are clever look
so gorgeous? Why do radio telescopes have to be very
large? Why do songs get stuck in your head sometimes?
Why do the Jonas Brothers choose to be single? Why do
vintage Stratocaster woods look darker? Why do you need
guitar picks to play a guitar? Why do you think jazz music
became so popular? Why? I am having trouble finding
music I like? Why is a French horn not really a French
horn? Why is Billy Ray Cyrus important to Tennessee? Why
is everybody so crazy about Justin Bieber? Why is every one
so crazy about Justin Bieber? Why is good breathing is
important to singing? Why is justin bieber going to mexico

some day? Why is Kevin Jonas leaving the Jonas brothers?
Why is Lady Gaga music video so inappropriate? Why is
Michael Jackson such an amazing dancer? WHY IS MY
NEW GUITAR MAKING SITAR LIKE SOUNDS? Why is
Raven no longer with the Cheetah Girls? Why is the french
horn called the french horn? Why is the trumpet important
to the orchestra? Why Matsumoto Jun didn't do the
Gokusen movie? Why was February 3rd "The Day The
Music Died"? Why was Kelly Clarkson missing from the
AMA's? Why was Nick Jonas scared of miley cyruss dad?
Why was the bassoon put in the woodwind group? Why was
the song 'stairway to heaven' written? Why were Diana
Ross and the Supreme important? Why were The Beatles so
exciting in the 1960s? Why am I so out of the loop with
popular music? Why are instruments written in a different
key? Why are Kendrick Lamar and his songs so boring?
Why arent Miley Cyrus and Emily Osment friends? Why are
piano notes different from cello notes? Why are theists so
unlikely to appreciate Jazz? Why are the lyrics of rap
always downing women? Why classical conditioning is
called classical? Why Dave Evans didn't want to perform for
acdc? Why did alex gaskarth's brother commit suicide?
Why did Ella Fitzgerald get her legs amputated? Why did
Joseph Jonas broke up with Aj Michalka? Why did josh
turner write the song another try? Why did Justin Biebers
parents name him Justin? Why did Justin bieber write that
should be you? Why did Michael McCary retire from Boyz II
Men? Why did Nicki minaj get pregnant at the age 14? Why
did Nick Jonas split up with Kevin and joe? Why did people
criticize Beethoven personality? Why did Taylor Swift
decide to become a singer? Why did Taylor swift's parents
name her Taylor? Why does a flute belong in the woodwind
family? Why does Justin bieber grab his crotch so much?
Why does Miley Cyrus like Chinese food so much? Why
does Miley want to show Nick the rare pics? Why doesn't
Hannah Montana sing as Miley Cyrus? Why doesn't Ozzy
osbourne play Ironman anymore? why does people says
downloading songs is bad?? Why does people talked about
X (xxxtentacion) ? Why does slow music make the heart
beat slower? Why do people call Oasis a Beatles tribute
act? Why do people like high school musical so much? Why
do people talk about miley the way they do? Why do people
think that Justin Bieber is dead? Why do people think the
Jonas Brothers are gay? Why do people want a J Cole and
Kendrick album? Why do radio tower antennas have to be
so long? Why do rugby fans sing swing low sweet chariot?
Why do some birds suddenly appear from nowhere? Why do
some folks absolutely hate Garth Brooks? Why do some
grown women obsess about boy bands? Why do the band
members of Slipknot wear masks? Why do Tom Petty songs
seem not to go anywhere? Why do you listen to before you
play in a game? Why Enrique made such a idiot song call
"Hero"? Why hasn't Billy Joel made an album since 2001?
Why have every music album only 0-3 good songs? Why id
Trace Cyrus's band called Metro Station? Why is everyone
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saying that Justin Bieber died? Why is Gregorian Chant
believed to be relaxing? Why is Justin Bieber called Justin
Drew Bieber? Why is lady gaga is important in music
history? Why is Nick Jonas Frankie Jonas favorite Jonas?
Why is Nick Jonas sometimes called MrPresedent? Why
isn't Marlyn Zura with Brandon Ray Jimenez? Why is Tyler
James Williams dating Keke Palmer? Why is Willow Smith
important to black history? Why Miley Cyrus say that she is
Hannah Montana? Why stakovich's opera band in the
Soviet Union? Why the missing words when I listen to
Flyleaf? Why use bass clef when you can use treble clef?
Why were salieri and Mozart such bitter rivals? Why were
the Jonas Brothers in the Barber shop? Why would people
aspire to learn perfect pitch? Why are fanboys of certain
bands such girly men? Why aren't there rappers from the
Bronx anymore? Why are people obsessed with the jonas
brothers? Why are people so obsessed with Michael
Jackson? Why are people such jerks to the Jonas Brothers?
Why are Pop songs copying Black Culture songs..? Why are
there problems with Led Zeppelin CD rip? Why are tickets
for Hannah Montana so expensive? Why ar people hating
on rihanna and Chris Brown? Why can radio telescopes be
used 24 hours a day? Why cant a girl impersonte boy
george in the UK? Why can't I understand what people say
in songs? Why cant you see lil Wayne and get ahold of him?
Why did Adam Dutkiewicz leave Killswitch Engage? Why
did Bill and Tom Kaulitz's mom get divorced? Why did
Bruce Springsteen write born in the USA? Why did Demi
Lovato have an emotional breakdown? Why did Gloria
Estefan fell in love with Emilio? Why did Joe Jonas break up
with Mandy Van Duyne? Why did Joe Jonas kiss Demi
Lavato in camp rock? Why did Justin bieber get stopped by
the police? Why did Natalie Nevins leave Lawrence Welk
show? Why did Nicki Minaj's dad set the house on fire?
Why did Picasso paint the guitar player in 1910? Why did
Sandra Alvarenga quit Black Veil Brides? Why does every
band have a song named Time Bomb? Why does justin
bieber never replys on facebook? Why does Justin Bieber
not answer his cellphone? Why does miley have a stripper
pole in her room? Why does my mom love her boyfriend
more than me? Why does screamo music get me calm when
im mad ? Why does the guitar belong in the string family?
Why does this guitar feel different from others? Why don t I
have anything in common with anyone? Why do people
think that Heavy Metal is satanic? Why do people think the
jonas brothers are hot?? Why do ukuleles have a round
shape for its body? Why do we sound good in the shower
when we sing? Why is a favorite song of yours a favorite
song? Why is Beyonce important to black history month?
Why is everyone so obsessed with Jonas Brothers? Why is
Hannah Montana not going to play anymore? Why is Kisean
Anderson stage name Sean Kingston? Why is Miley Cyrus
not in the spotlight anymore? Why isn't guns n roses in the
walk hall of fame? Why isn't Laticia Cyrus ever around
Miley Cyrus? Why is playing with electrical chords
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dangerous? Why is raven not with the cheetah girls
anymore? Why is screamo and metalcore garbage so
popular? Why is singer Elvis Presley considered a legend?
Why is the first moog synthesizer big as a room? Why is the
Go Compare advert so bloody annoying? Why is the organ
called the king of instruments? Why is the song Life in a
Northern Town popular? Why was aretha Franklin named
the queen of soul? Why was the harpsichord replaced with
the piano? Why was wc handy called the father of the
blues? Why were GCEA chosen as the notes on an ukulele?
Why will Justin Bieber not come to South Africa? Why won't
Barack Obama sing the national anthem? Why would miley
kiss him insted of someone else? Why wouldn't Joe Jonas go
out with you if im 98? Why would your Volvo radio suddenly
want a code? Why 1998 mercury mountaineer blank radio
display? Why are some people extraordinary and others
not? Why are the Jonas Brothers from different states? Why
are the string order on the violin messed up? Why are Yoko
onos eyes bandaged in instant karma? Why can't you listen
to FM radio on the Internet? Why did Billy Joel write the
song And So It Goes? Why did Cheryl Cole decide to have a
solo career? Why did Hannah Montana want to be Hannah
Montana? Why did Joe Theisman leave Monday Night
Football? Why did Lil Wayne get a prison sentence
recently? Why did Matt Pelissier leave My Chemical
Romance? Why did Michael Jackson wear a left-handed
glove? Why did Michael Jackson wear tape on his fingers?
Why did people call heavy metal the devils music? Why did
raven symon get out of the cheetah girls? Why did Taylor
Lautner and Taylor Swift broke up? Why did the lead singer
of nirvana kill him self? Why did they call ray Charles the
genius of soul? Why did Yolanda Saldivar kill Selena
Quintanilla? Why do black people worship white people so
much? Why do black rappers refer to a girl as 'Shorty'?
Why do CDs and DVDs come in different case sizes? Why
does a brass instrument sound flat when cold? Why does
Beyonce sing and does she truly like it? Why does Hannah
Montana want to be a normal girl? Why does Justin bieber
want to achieve his goals? Why does listening to N.W.A
make my nipples hard? Why does Michael Flatley where
high wasted pants? Why does my 1995 areostar interior
lites stay on? Why does Snoop Dogg bring an umbrella
everywhere? Why does your radio only work in park or
neutral? Why do little brothers or sisters be so annoying?
Why do music teachers always teach C Major first? Why
don't singers write meaningful songs anymore? Why do
people compare Lady Gaga and Lana Del Rey? Why do
people cry when they hear classical music? Why do people
get the urge to sing in the shower? Why do people listen to
different kinds of music? Why do people move just
beecause they hear music? Why do single ladies date
married men in offices? Why is dancing or enjoying music
called grooving? Why is Eddie Van Halen such an amazing
guitarist? Why is everyone obsessed with the Jonas
Brothers? Why Is everyone obsessed with the Jonas

Brothers? Why is hanna montan not going to be hanna
montan? Why is it illegal to download music from the web?
Why is it sometimes I react to actively to music? Why is
music now a days complete and total crap!? Why is Neil
Diamond singing Pretty Amazing Grace? Why is Tab Benoit
called Larry in Minneapolis Mn? Why might a musical
keyboard have two midi ports? Why where there 9 priests
in Beethoven's funeral? Why are rappers so much more rich
than rock stars? Why are there so much rumours about
Justin Bieber? Why are they going too stop making Hannah
Montana? Why did Abraham Lincoln start playing the
ukulele? Why did Bill Kaulitz's grandmother call him
Macky? Why did Janet Jackson and Jermaine dupri break
up? Why did Justin Bieber and Catilin Beadles brak up?
Why did Matthew bellamy and gaia polloni break up? Why
did Michael Jackson duild the neverland ranch? Why did
Miley Cyrus want to become hannha Montana? Why did
Nick Jonas had 2 go out with Selena Gomez? Why did one
of the Jonas Brothers leave the group? Why did raven get
kicked out of the cheetah girls? Why did the beatles wear
their guitars so high up? Why did the Jonas Brothers
decided to form a band? Why do all mexican people listen
to the same song? Why do Americans go to church more
than Europeans? Why does Britney Spears make so many
bad mistakes? Why does everyone like Bach better than
Beethoven? Why does Miley Cyrus name her show Hannah
Montana? Why does my voice shake when I hit a certain
note? Why doesn't David Guetta sing in any of his songs?
Why doesn't my 5 digit anti theft radio code work? Why
does the famous Rolf Harris wobble board work? Why do I
feel pain when listening classical music? Why do
millennials forget songs they used to like? Why do most
couples break up after having a child? Why don't
sociopaths usually want to seek therapy? Why dont you ask
tupacs brother if Tupac is alive? Why do rappers like to
curse a lot in there songs? Why do some 45 vinyl records
have a hole in label? Why do the people in a band have to
live together? Why Frank Sinatra get the nickname old
blues eyes? Why Frank Sinatra got the nickname old blues
eyes? Why is all of Justin biebers songs about feelings? Why
is beyonce knowels important to Texas history? Why is
everybody obsessed with Adele's hello song? Why is
improvisation important to the blues music? Why is Jasmine
Villegas in the eenie meenie video? Why is Jimi Hendrix an
asset to the black culture? Why is Justin Bieber soooooo
interested in dating? Why is Megadeth a much better band
than Metallica? Why is Michael Jackson Justin Bieber's role
model? Why isn't Paramore's song Decoy on any of the
CDs? Why is there only three girls in the cheetah girl? Why
was hip hop so much better in the early 2000s? Why was
Tchaikovsky criticised by rimsky-korsakov? Why was your
chemical romance black parade banned? Why would a
person want to sing in a church choir? Why am I hearing
that Alex Gaskarth's brother died? Why are the instruments
called the woodwind family? Why can't people keep a
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straight face when singing? Why did Danny noriega get
kicked off American idol? Why did graciano Lopez jaena
wrote the friar botod? Why did Hannah tointon and dougie
poynter split up? Why did Justin Bieber and Caitlin Beetles
break up? Why did Justin Bieber cancel his tour to
Melbourne? Why did lil Wayne get tattoos of tears by his
eyes? Why did Michael Jackson get arrested after he died?
Why did Miley Cyrus put her self in Hannah Montana? Why
did mylie Cyrus pretend to be Hannah montannah? Why did
Taboo from black eyed peas change his name? Why did
Taylor Swift break up with Taylor Launtner? Why do
Country/Southern people love to be barefoot? Why does
Justin biebr like to watch rated r movies? Why does Lil
Wayne say no homo in all of his songs? Why does Miley
Cyrus have such an irritating voice? Why does my iphone
tell me to hook it up to itunes? Why doesn't Carrie
Underwood show her belly button? Why doesn't huge
McDonald get any show in Bon Jovi? Why doesn't Justin
Bieber swear in his video clips? Why does Shah ABBAs
bring Armenians to his capital? Why do lots of R and B
songs start with J-J-J-J-JR? Why don't new or "modern"
Fender Stratocastors age? Why don't oldies radio stations
play novelty songs? Why don't the music in the 1940 have
no word in it? Why do some Haitians and Jamaicans hate
each other? Why do you like or dislike the Guns N' Roses?
Why has Donald sutherland make a cameo in beerfest? Why
is classical music so misleading and confusing? Why is hip/
hop (rap) the most diverse genre of all? Why is it that when
you die you become more famous? Why is Justin Bieber's
inspiration Michael Jackson? Why is Lady Gaga being sued
for 30 million dollars? Why is Lil Wayne not welcomed back
to his old hood? Why is music before the early 60's slow
and boring? Why is now days music becoming so bleak and
same'y? Why is the 2000s such a terrible century for
music? Why is the violin's bow bigger than the basses bow?
Why radio does not work sometimes Lincoln town car? Why
should you never weigh objects while still hot? Why was
Chris Brown fighting with razzb on twitter? Why was miley
making fun of Selena and demi's show? Why wasn't shiny
happy people on REM greatest hits? Why wasn't the
Antichrist Superstar video released? Why was the video for
'Who Is It' banned in the US? Why were The Beatles
important in the 20th century? Why will your PC not
download music from a website? Why would a 1990
Blazer's engine surge up and down? Why are fake J. Cole
fans saying his album is trash? Why arent deryck Whibley
and Avril lavigne divorced? Why aren't there any new songs
coming out on iTunes? Why are people addicted to the song
"Adele - Hello"? Why are some albums missing from
streaming services? Why can a girl not dress up as the
1980s Boy George? Why can't I write song lyrics anymore?
Please help!? Why David Cook didn't attend the last
American Idol? Why did destinys child kick a girl out of the
group? Why did Eric Clapton write the song tears in
heaven? Why did Gloria estefan write coming out of the
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dark? Why did John Denver write 'Sunshine on My
Shoulders? Why did Michael Jackson do what he did for a
living? Why did rolling stones come to America to play
rock? Why did Sammie take a break from his singing
career? Why did the Buffalo Soldiers stay in Kansas so
long? Why did the Phillips invented the compact CD player?
Why do british people sound American when they sing?
Why do British people sound American when they sing?
Why does it bleep this word in a janet Jackson song? Why
does miley cyrus have to pose as hannah montana? Why
does Miley Cyrus want to leave Hannah montannah? Why
does music sound clearer when I yawn or swallow? Why
doesn't Elton John ever talk about his daughter? Why does
the faces change for Jonas at the ceremony? Why does the
number of violins in an orchestra vary? Why does the range
of radio waves increase at night? Why do Jehovah's
witnesses not sing national anthem? Why do non whites
and leftists think of black metal? Why dont people do actual
talent's in talent show's? Why do only girls like Justin bibier
and boys don't? Why do radio stations use FM for high
quality music? Why do singers sound different in person at
concert? Why do some people sound terrible when singing
(me)? Why do some violins/violas have only one fine tuner?
Why do you think Hip hop is the best genre of music? Why
do you think people hate music they do not know? Why has
Tom Verlaine's Dreamtime not been re-issued? Why is
Beethoven's ghost trio called the ghost trio? Why is bob
Marley credited for don't worry be happy? Why is David
Archuleta's favorite book Harry Potter? Why is grace
jeanette in the videos sing and nanana? Why is Handel 's
music important in the music world? Why is Michael
Jackson the best male singer of 2010? Why is Robert riger
mentioned in Amy MacDonald song? Why is selena gomez
even a singer if she can't sing? Why is your radio static
when you move away from it? Why kind of music do Saudi
Arabian people listen to? Why should you stop playing
piano if you play piano? Why was Michael Jackson famous
and when was he born? Why would the AC fan rumble on a
1999 Honda Prelude? Why are links to Lady Gaga's video
telephone blocked? Why are people still listening to Tupac
Shakur music? Why are you mean to Hannah Montana on
Disney Channel? Why cant guys get how important it is that
they TALL? Why can't i buy hank Williams jr the real deal
album? Why did alanis morissette and Ryan Reynolds break
up? Why did Alice Cooper change his name to Alice
Cooper? Why did Beethoven want to look after his nephew
Karl? Why did Chad Kroeger go to jail when he was
fourteen? Why did dougie poynter and Frankie sandford
break up? Why did he change his real name toTupac Amaru
Shakur? Why did Josephine Baker drop out of school at age
12? Why did Justin Bieber break up with cathlin beateles?
Why did Louis Armstrong divorce Lil Hardin Armstrong?
Why did michael jackson have bandages on his fingers?
Why didn't you have a dedication to Ronnie James dio? Why
does Ellie Goulding sound like a gobbling Turkey? Why

does Fergie always wear her sunglases everywhere? Why
doe's it take so long to learn how to play piano? Why does
justin bieber wears earplugs during concert? Why does
Mariah Carey sing "I've got a chicken roll"? Why does nick
jonas's pillow have mr president on it? Why do gamma
waves have more energy than radio waves? Why do girls
always laugh quietly and looking at you? Why do I get
goosebumps whenever a good singer sings? Why don't
Miley Cyrus have a baby with her boyfriend? Why do you
have to go and make things so complicated? Why is flo
rida's new song right round not on itunes? Why is it mostly
mature people at classical concerts? Why is it that so many
times opera singers sound old? Why is jay z featured so
often in other artists song? Why is Justin Bieber with so
many girls all the time? Why isn't Justin Bieber's mother
and father together? Why is Selena Gomez not bff with
Demi Lovato anymore? Why some people born with nice
voice and others not ? Why there are two humps on F and J
keys in key board? Why was Michael Jackson an important
part of history? Why was Tom not at Bill's performance at
Star Search? Why wont it let you sign up on the Lady Gaga
website? Why won't my 2001 Malibu radio turn off when
key out? Why wouldn't Miley Cyrus kiss an 11 year on the
lips? Why did Beyonce and jay z get married on April 7
2008? Why did Bob Marley play the concert after he got
shot? Why did Hannah Montana post nasty pictures on the
web? Why did Jonas want to stay with the Giver for a night?
Why did Marques Houston and Jennifer Freeman break up?
Why did some people appose the Jazz Age in the 1920's?
Why do British singers sound American while they sing?
Why does Alecia Beth Moore use pink as her stage name?
Why does Chris Brown and his girlfriend fight so much?
Why does lucus till like Taylor swift more than Miley? Why
doesn't Sia the singer ever want to show her face? Why
does the piano belongs to a percussion instrument? Why
does this girl cry each time she sees a baby doll? Why do
girls want justin bieber to be their boyfriend? Why do ladys
have breasts if they don't have children? Why do middle
schoolars like rap and hip hop so mutch? Why do most
guitarists play 80's style rock and blues? Why don't the
Jonas Brothers like Miley Cyrus anymore? Why do people
accept the non logic words in the songs? Why do people
like the Jonas Brothers and Miley Cyrus? Why do people
think heavy metal is inherently Satanic? Why do so many
girls like Justin Bieber and his music? Why do so many
rappers call themselves “Lil ____”? Why do some people
lack of vocal pitch coordination ?? Why do the Jonas
Brothers think that they're all that? Why do you feel
insecure in the presence of strangers? Why is Justin Bieber
the hottest guy in the universe.? Why is Nat King Cole
important to black history month? Why isn't Hadley
Hockensmith in more guitar magazines? Why is Selena
Gomez in the Jonas brothers music video? Why is the USSR
anthem so much better than the US one? Why should one
person be the arbitrator or good taste? Why should you
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listen skeptically to radio and tv ads? Why was Bob Marley
seen by some as a political target? Why was rock n roll
music controversial in the 1950's? Why were most Classical
era operas written in Italian? Why are Demi Lovato and
Selena Gomez no longer friends? Why are my sceams
weaker after I sang with raspy voice? Why are rappers only
making 2 min rap songs these days? Why are so many girls
obsessed with the Jonas Brothers? Why are you lying about
Soulja Boy the one how said no? Why can't you find lyrics to
a song that has no lyrics? Why did bruno mars write the
song just the way you are? Why did i cry watching
xxxtentacions music video even ? Why did many parents
disapprove of this style of music? Why did Michael Jackson
want to be a singer and dancer? Why did Mozart named
one of his composes Turkish March? Why did Selena
Gomez steal Nick Jonas from Miley Cyrus? Why did they
replace the old singer in escape the fate? Why does country
music make alcoholism sound so great ? Why does Jaydah
Mabini think she is future Mrs. Bieber? Why does justin
bieber have no time for a relationship? Why does Lady
Gaga have the f word in the song Monster? Why doesn't
Justin Bieber want to date anyone under 16? Why does SEC
keep on coming up on my Toyota Echo radio? Why does
your guitar string ring after you restring it? Why don't The
Beatles Officially reunite as a duo band? Why do people
hate on the song Higher by Creed so much? Why do
pianists get somebody to turn the page for them? Why do
songwriters choose rhyming words in their songs? Why do
the black eyed peas say dirty bit in their song? Why do the
Jonas Brothers get makeup done before shows? Why do
these young rappers keep talking bad about 2pac? Why do
youngings try so hard to be different and weird? Why is it
whenever there's a female cover of a song...? Why is Johann
Sebastian Bach considered as a celebrity? Why is Justin
Bieber a psychedelic avant garde act now? Why is Stephen
a smith show ending on fox sports radio? Why is the
trombone the odd one out in the bass family? Why might
the radio not work on a 1988 Chevy Celebrity? Why was
frank Sinatra given the nicknames he was given? Why was
lata alsoknown as anandghana as music director? Why was
miley wearing pink in the Disney channel games? Why was
the beatles last album Let It Be so innovative? Why would
the radio not work on a 2002 volkswagen gulf? Why would
you consider Bob Marley important to history? Why are Bill
and Tom Kaulitz named Bill and Tom Kaulitz? Why are
there so many comparisons in the music industry? Why
cant stop loving your husband even when he uses you? Why
did Avril lavigne name her clothing line abbey dawn? Why
did Michael Jackson get plastic surgery on his nose? Why
did Michael Jackson make the song Remember The Time?
Why did MIKA write the song big girls you are beautiful?
Why did ponyboy have a had time with his oldest brother?
Why did Richard Rodney Bennett write four calling birds?
Why did Sarah brightman and Andrew Lloyd webber
divorce? Why did the Jonas Brothers rewrite 'Kids of the
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Future'? Why did the Victorians need to create scientific
heroes? Why does 2Pac's murder get more attention than
Biggie's? Why does everyone in Hollywood, think they can
sing now? Why does Greek songs sound like Arabic songs,
sometimes? Why does Lady Gaga look like the young
Barbra Streisand? Why doesnt anybody talk about how nas
has ghost writers? Why does Robyn sing Hammer your toe
like a Pediatrician? Why does this generation have such a
bad taste in music? Why do guys say that if you listen to
coldplay your gay? Why do I always make mistakes when
playing on the piano? Why do people think that Amy lee has
aspergers syndrome? Why do policeman wear masks with
them to crowded places? Why do they use only white and
yellow paint on roadways? Why have no more south park
region 2 dvds been released? Why is a tuning fork easier to
hear on a wooden surface? Why is Marilyn Manson such a
freak but sings so awesome? Why is sonata allegro
considered dramatic and rewarding? Why is Twenty One
Pilots so awful and sound like trash.? Why most music
instrument don't sound like tuning forks? Why was jazz so
important during the Harlem Renaissance? Why wont your
geuge lights work but the radio lights do? Why are
instruments tuned before being played as a group? Why are
Selena Gomez and demi lavoto not friends anymore? Why
did Chris Brown think everyone had a perfect partner? Why
did Jermaine Jackson get kicked out of The Jackson's? Why
did Nick Jonas breakup with miley because of her dad? Why
didnt Joseph simmons appear in guitar hero aerosmith?
Why did panic at the disco take out the exclamation mark?
Why did Paul Di'Anno got fired from the band iron maiden?
Why did Sheryl Crow write the song 'God bless this mess'?
Why did the radio quit working in a 1990 Chevy silverado?
Why did thriller became the best song of Michael Jackson?
Why does a piano note sound different from a violin note?
Why does Gucci mane have a ice cream tattoo om his face ?
Why does my voice sound bad when i record it on my
phone? Why does the pianos register include more than 7
octaves? Why does your amp turn off every time i raise the
volume? Why do I sound better singing with my fingers in
my ears? Why do Justin bieber have a half sister and half
brother? Why don't the applications on my iPhone appear
in iTunes? Why do people believe bass guitar is a boring
instrument? Why do people believe there's a ghost of
Michael Jackson? Why do people claim white people ruined
the whip nae nae? Why do people like the Jonas Brothers
and Hannah Montana? Why do people say that this song is
from Sleeping Beauty? Wh y do people think that rock
music is just heavy metal? Why do some guitars have more
strings than other guitars? Why is Dolly Parton considered
the greatest singer ever ? Why is nick Jonas' favorite place
in the world Tennessee? Why is the band Three Days Grace
called Three Days Grace? Why is the C string white on the
ukulele that Train uses? Why the musical duo "Modern
Talking" not popular in USA ? Why would your 1999 F 150
have only first and third gear? Why can Cheryl Cole stay for

only 1 hour on your birthday? Why did Gustav mahler do
frere Jacques as a funeral march? Why did Jayz turn down
the 2018 Super Bowl Half time Show? Why did Kevin Jonas
use his middle name as his first name? Why did Nick Jonas
start the Nick Jonas and adminstration? Why did rappers
get shot and were more gangsta in the 90s? Why did 'The
Style Council' name their song 'Paris Match'? Why does a
van shake when slowing down and only at 37 mph? Why
does "Every Breath You Take" appear to be a love song?
Why does Hannah Montana have a song called old blue
jeans? Why doesn't Tupac come out of hiding and make
music again? Why does your dryer outlet spark and make a
buzzing noise? Why does your radio not work after jump
starting your car? Why don't you ever see a girl euphonium
play or tuba play? Why do people dislike the Jonas Brothers
,i don't get it ? Why do rock stars sometimes scream and
growl when singing? Why do teen pop music stars always
get negative criticism? Why do vinyl 45's have a larger hole
than 12 LP pressings? Why do you think countries have
national anthems or songs? Why is Andrea Bocelli such a
good singer yet he's not fat? Why is it that almost everyone
is obsessed with boy bands? Why is it that sometimes when
you sing you get goosebumps? Why isn't Johnny Horton in
the Country Music Hall of Fame? Why is rihanna getting
married to chris after he beat her? Why is tatiana
thumbtzen so obsessed with Michael Jackson? Why was
Michael Jackson going to quit entertaining people? Why are
there rumors spreading around about Marilyn Manson?
Why: Can a capo be put diagonally on a guitar? If not, why?
Why did Carrie Underwood write don't forget to remember
me? Why did destiney hope Cyrus change her name to
Miley Cyrus? Why did Duke Ellington and Alexander
Jeffries start a band? Why did Jesse McCartney have to pull
oout of She's the man? Why didn't Joe Jonas and Demi
Lovato kiss during Camp Rock? Why didn't the doors do
well enough with Kreiger on vocals? Why did people make
a rumor about Justin Bieber being dead? Why Do Adults
Say Much Of Today's Rock Music Is Discordant? Why do a
lot of people say the Black Eyed Peas are satanic? Why
does it seem like good music was made before like 2015?
Why does jayk from varsity fanclub wears hats all the time?
Why does Muse’ new song Something Human sound like
feces? Why does our 9 month old love the Gangam Style
music video? Why does the blue JLS watch cost more to buy
than the rest? Why does your trumpet sound like there is
spit stuck in it? Why do i have straight hair and my parents
have curly hair? Why do only girls love Jonas brothers don't
guys like them? Why do professionals in music and art like
to use Macbooks? Why everything that's posed to be bad
make me feel so good? Why GARY just snatch EEVEE And
prof just give us a Pikachu? Why invent rubish music if they
know people do not like it? Why is it important to let your
parents know where you are? Why is Jimi Hendrix
considered the best electric guitarist? Why is Sweetheart
the rapper sometimes spelled Sweetheartz? Why is the bass
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saxophone the best instrument in the world? Why're Many
People Interested in Classical Music Like This? Why was
Bon Jovi not wearing a wedding ring at the grammys? Why
were there so many shirtless album covers in the 1970s?
Why won't my guitar make sound when I plug it into the
amp? Why would a '72 VW Bug just grind and not go into
any gear? Why would an actor or host get paid more than
the producer? Why would people choose oboe for a report
on an instrument? Why am I obsessed with sweet child o
mine by guns and roses? Why are most hip hop/rap songs
always about money and girls? Why are there so few female
composers in the 1900's and now? Why did asher's
hesitation in congratulating Jonas indicate? Why did
Beethoven change his title from Bonaparte to eroica? Why
did brent Wilson leave the band from panic at the disco?
Why did Britney Spears have black hair when she got
married? Why did Elvis Presley say he wanted a record at
sun records? Why did franz Joseph haydn compose haydns
surprise symphony? Why did Kennedy Brock from The
Maine had to change his name? Why did Rrederic Chopin
compose the Piano sonata in C minor? Why did the band
Nightwish get rid of the lead singer Tarja? Why did won't
kanye west fans just leave taylor swift alone? Why did your
radio just quit working on your 1999 Geo Metro? Why does
a flute produce a higher pitched sound than a tuba? Why
does b flat trombone not transpose on reading bass clef?
Why doesnt Hayley Williams like talking about Avril
lavigne? Why does shakira have a deep noise when she
sings sometimes? Why do I get judged for listening to rock/
emo genre music??? Why don't the Red Hot Chili Peppers
have an original member? Why do rappers dye their hair
and have over 20 face tattoos? Why do some people in the
crowd sing for the entire concert? Why douse your 98
camaros radio stop playing intermediately? Why has Miley
Cyrus attended the Elton John Aids Foundation? Why is it
harder to receive FM radio signals in some places? Why is
Selena Gomez a christian but Selena is a Muslim name?
Why is that song, "the scientist" (by Coldplay) called that?
Why is the saxophone called the devil s horn? anybody
knows? Why is Winamp considered a far superior media
player to WMP? Why learning to play piano when you can
simply listen to it? Why the heck do people think the Jonas
Brothers are so good? Why was Ava Gardner
unrecognizable at the time of her death? Why was Boney M
bigger and more important than Led Zeppelin? Why would
the engine fan stay on on a 1999 Plymouth Voyager? Why
are imported CDs and DVDs more expensive than local
ones? Why are people complaining that hip hop nowadays
is terrible? Why are Prince and Paris is always holding each
others hands? Why can't I get my Macbook to interface
with my Roland piano? Why did it take america so long to
develop its music and art? Why does everyone love
Beethoven's 7th Symphony 2nd Movement? Why does "Last
Train To Clarksville" sound like "Love Me Do"? Why does
Louis Tomlinson from One Direction never wear socks?
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Why doesn't Django Reinhardt get any recognition
whatsoever ? Why doesn't miley ask emily osment to go to a
hannah concert? Why does wiL Francis write his name like
wiL instead of Will? Why does your compression range from
100-150 on a 95 5.7 efi? Why does your voice sound
different when recorded on a phone? Why do he kiss frank
lero if he is not Gerard way is not gay? Why do people like
"Country Music"? what think of it and why? Why do people
like that logic song 1800 its negative as ****? Why do
people refer to Cholos as gangsters when they are not?
Why is Bobby Cutter Jr a suspect in the killing Jessie Davis?
Why is depreciation always positive on a cash flow
statement? Why is it better to be a nose breather than a
mouth breather? Why is it that G major has a black note
and C major does not? Why is Miley Cyrus not doing her
show Hannah Montana anymore? Why is the classical
guitar also known as the Spanish guitar? Why is the Fourth
of July in the song firework by Katy Perry? Why is the world
needs a hero by megadeth not sold in stores? Why start
twinkle in the sky at night give scientific reason? Why was
Miley Cyrus on nickalodeon on the kids choice awards?
Why was Tatiana Thumbtzen fired if Michael Jackson liked
her? Why was the Pulse album by Pink Floyd better than
the others? Why won't a 96 Maxima start but the lights and
radio come on? Why a bigger drum make a lower pitch
sound than a smaller one? Why a man's penis rise up when
he see a beautiful lady breast? Why are people who are into
heavy metal elitist music racists? Why are so many vinyl
records I buy from bandcamp low quality? Why did Mozart
have to do to the opera to please other people? Why did
only two ABBA members accept hall of fame honors 2010?
Why did ted nugent leave PSE and where can I get more
details? Why does a violin not have frets? why does a guitar
have them? Why does Jonas have no idea about what his
assignment will be? Why does Michael Jackson touch his
butt in Another Part of Me? Why does my throat always
hurt after singing, how do I fix it? Why doesn't Hannah
Montana perform under the name Miley Cyrus? Why
doesn't Nickelodeon play the naked brother's band
anymore? Why does rapper Eminem think he's so legendary
and great when? Why does the wooden clarinet have to be
cleaned with bore oil? Why does your radio go in and out on
your 2001 huyndai accent? Why does your stereo go down
when you slow down in a 01 focus? Why do Latinos think
they helped create rap when they did not? Why do people
eat black eyed peas and sauerkrate on new years? Why do
people get depressed over love songs or break up songs?
Why do people hate Nicole Scherzinger from the Pussycat
Dolls? Why haven't Notorious BIG and Tupac's murders
been solved yet? Why is the new music so awful compared
to music from the 90's? Why was there a bald girl in the
song fireworks by Katy perry? Why wouldn't Nick Jonas
want to go out with someone who is 13? Why all of a
sudden, there so many white rappers in the 2010's? Why
are 2 way radio transmit and receive frequencies different?

Why aren't Shaant Hacikyan and William Beckett friends
anymore? Why are people talking about Miley Cyrus kissing
her boyfriend? Why are radio telescopes better to use than
optical telescopes? Why cant you find the song rose city
chimes by Michael nesmith? Why did Garth Brooks refuse
to sing on 1/20/16 and do you care? Why did Gerard Way
from My Chemical Romance dye his hair white? Why did
Justin Bieber have his head shaved when he was younger?
Why did Norman Whitfield and Barrett Strong write the
song War? Why does the radio keep playing after the
engine is turned off? Why do musicians try to make their
song longer by repeating it? Why do old songs sound 'not
as they used to', on the radio now? Why do some rappers
make gun noises before they start rapping ? Why do they
start an opening ceremony with the national anthem? Why
is Adam Levine Paying for the funeral of Christina
Grimmie? Why is beyonce ranked the top dog in the female
music industry? Why is Miley Cyrus giving 2 the poor even
when she acts spoilt? Why isn't the Macarena listed as the
greatest song of all time? Why should ppl listen to modern
pop music than classical music? Why the strength of the
carrier in FM spectrum is not constant? Why are
Evanescence compared to Within Temptation and
Nightwish? Why are music companies not happy with the
ammount of downloads? Why are the jonas brothers a band
because I think they are ugly? Why are the percussion
instruments at the back of the orchestra? Why cant a girl
impersonte boy george for fun but not for money? Why cant
a guy dress up as boy george people do it all the time? Why
did billie joe Armstrong write the song blood sex and
booze? Why did Mr Rogers win the Ultimate Showdown of
Ultimate Destiny? Why does Billie Joe Armstrong kiss other
people if he's married? Why does Lil Twist say that Lil
Wayne dughter is his lil sister? Why does Miley Cyrus say
black mafia in her song can't be tamed? Why does nick
Jonas's pillow on Jonas brothers living the dream? Why
does rap bring so much violence and drama to a persons
life? Why does so many of Adam Young's songs mention the
wind in them? Why does using the whammy bar a lot make
the guitar out of tune? Why do most bands sound worse
when they come back from a hiatus? Why is cemetery
spelled sematary in Stephen King's Pet Sematary? Why is
pomp and circumstance marches played at every
graduation? Why is the Notorious BIG considered the nest
rapper of all time? Why is the Velvet Underground one of
the most influential bands? Why is tht when you watch a
music video it wont play continious? Why Michael Jackson
achievements are important in black History? Why would
your ex-boyfriend email you after a very bad break-up? Why
are song words typed and syllable plans used in music
please? Why care so much about people who could give to
shits about them? Why did Michael Jackson have a cast on
his arm in black or white? Why did Ringo Starr leave the
Beatles for a brief period in 1968? Why does a Chevy 66
duramax hesitate right before shifting gears? Why does
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changing the length of string affect the pitch of sound?
Why Does Metallica Have A Big Firework Show After Their
Concerts? Why does the tuning fork vibrate when you
strike it in the water? Why do people feel the need to talk
bad about The Jonas Brothers? Why do people obsess over
"Now Watch Me Whip" and "Lean and Dab"? Why do people
think it is weird that I listen to Adele and Duffy? Why do
singers that are very popular don't write their own music?
Why do some music video/audio on YouTube do this with
earphones ? Why do some people start crying when they
sing an emotional song? Why do some people think stars
have sold their soul to the devil? Why isn't Taylor Swift in
the music video Two is Better Than One? Why is the piano
known as a stringed and a percussion instrument? Why was
Marilyn Manson described as a bad influence towards kids?
Why wasn't Kesha credited for the song Right Round with
Flo Rida? Why was the song Tearjerker by the Red Hot
Chili Peppers written? Why will Elvis Presley's autopsy
results not be shown until 2027? Why would a 1997 Lincoln
Mark 8 make a grinding sound then stall? Why would a boy
not kiss a girl goodnight after their first date? Why are
Jermaine Jackson's kids being raised by Katherine Jackson?
Why are the record sales not reported to the music field
industry? Why are women always objectified and degraded
sexually in hip hop? Why did johnny Cash start his concerts
with Hello I'm Johnny Cash? Why did the Song rulers move
the capital from Changan to Hangzhou? Why do a lot of
people hate Hannah Montana and the Jonas Brothers? Why
does 70's music such as Led Zeppelin/Elton John sound so
good? Why does Childish Gambino take of his shirt in his
music video...? Why does jsutin write love songs but hardly
ever has a girlfriend? Why does Keith choose Natalie as a
lab partner in the movie Keith? Why doesn't Ronan Tynan
sing at the New York Yankee games anymore? Why does
the pitch of a tubular bell lower when dipped into water?
Why don't the RCMP take off their hats during the national
anthem? Why do people like Kpop when it's just a korean
copy of our music? Why do radio telescopes need to be
larger than optical telescopes? Why do you keep sweating
when you see the girl you love so deeply? Why have
rappers from the 80's and 90's become so soft these days?
Why is Miley Cyrus and her dad the only famous ones in
her family? Why is saucetacular so dumb. Was he dropped
on his head as a baby? Why is the word mahout in the store
window in singing in the rain? Why won't Joe Jonas admit
he's gay so I can do him all night long? Why are Queen
songs either great or horrible there's no in between? Why
are the Beatles so famous even though their songs sound
boring? Why can't you cut your Maltese's hair with your
new Andis clippers? Why did Disturbed screwed up a song
like Hello darkness my friend ? Why didn't I get a golden
ticket in Justin Bieber's album My World? Why did the
makers of ninja turtles name rapheal alter the aritist? Why
does jack-in-the-box pop out when it sings Pop Goes the
Weasel? Why does my guitar amp blow every speaker it
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comes in contact with? Why doesn't anyone make a rock
girl band again like "The Runaways"? Why doesn't tokio
hotel come out with their own show in the states? Why do
people put up with music companies tampering with old
music? Why do so many people put down teen pop music
yet it is so popular? Why do these newer rappers look so
damn retarded (Gucci gang guy).? Why do you need
experience with instruments to be a music producer? Why
do you usually find glass surrounding each piece of a drum
set? Why has Mick Jagger got the worst voice (by FAR) in
pop/rock music? Why is raven not in The Cheetah Girls 3 it
because she is pregnant? Why is Taylor Swift so famous
when she sucks at singing in concert? Why is the 19th
century the 1800s and 18th century 1700s and so on? Why
are Gilmore and Waters of Pink Floyd not friendly to each
other? Why are Jennifer Lopez's contributions or
accomplishments important? Why did avenged sevenfold
and slipknot pull out of reading festival? Why did George
Harrison die all of a sudden right after sept11 2001? Why
did Jay-Z say that he never prayed to God, but instead to
Gotti? Why did the government policy benefit from the
development of radio? Why do celebs put skinny girls in
music videos and not chunky girls? Why does Christy
Moore no longer sing America you are not the world? Why
does college doesnt have courses like singer/musician or
sports? Why doesn't the dome lights and radio work when
the car is running.? Why does the power to radio in 97
thunderbird go out intermittently? Why does this girl hit
you but is laughing when your talking to her? Why does
your 1987 Corvette puff blue smoke when you first start it?
Why does your pet dauschund cry when your brother plays
french horn? Why do incredibly awesome songs go stale if I
listen to it too much? Why do I think I sound good but when
I record myself it s terrible.? Why do people get scared
when they find out I listen to death metal? Why do singers
sometimes lip sync when they sound amazing in person?
Why do you use brass instruments even if we already have
percussion? Why has hip hop changed so much since the
80's, has it gotten worse? Why is Joe Jonas religion
Christian and on nick Jonas it does't say? Why isn't Dream
Theatre coming to Winnipeg with Iron Maiden in 2010?
Why wasn't Mozart employed more by the aristocracy to
compose music? Why won't the radio and CD player in a
2000 Oldsmobile bravada work? Why can't you get your
new radio to work in your 1993 ford escort gt? Why did
Dave Mustaine fire Jeff Young and Chuck Behler from
Megadeth? Why did it seem like several members of The
monkees didn't get along? Why didn't I get a golden ticket
in Justin Bieber's album your World? Why does E min 9
have an F# when there is no F# in the C Major scale? Why
does everytime you get on iTunes it says iTunes has stop
working? Why does the lead singer of flyleaf have a tattoo if
she's christian? Why does the percussionist in the orchestra
have to be multi-skilled? Why does today's rap all sound the
same and why does it suck so much? Why does your

husband stay when he clearly wants out of the marriage?
Why Ella Fitzgerald would be a good choice to feature on
its website? Why is everyone so obsessed with Michael
Jackson now that he is dead? Why is Indian music
considered the oldest unbroken musical tradition? Why is
the wind instrument that looks like a flute called a
recorder? Why was Johann Sebastian Bach the most
important composer in History? Why was paul mcartney
wearing a white suit on the front of abby road? Why won't
my Mercedes Benz 300D start when the radio and lights
work? Why would a music score have french horn and
trumpet in the same key? Why would the Tach interior lgts
radio quit working on my 94 labaron? Why would you
experience breast soreness ten days after mensturation?
Why are most people in Hollywood and the music industry
gay sodomites? Why are songs with the word "fire" in the
title usually quality songs? Why can t I find The Beatles
Abbey Road full album anywhere? (Online)? Why did
Michael Jackson travel all over the world to help sick
people? Why did Richard Wagner call his works Music
Dramas rather than Operas? Why do classical music
competitions sometimes not award a first prize? Why does
Andy Milonakis' voice sound like he's 12 when he's really
29? Why does most people hate my singing and what do I
need to improve on? Why does napoleon order the animals
to stop singing beasts of England? Why do many people
seem to think that Metal is a sub category of rock? Why do
people keep judging Justin B and thinking he's gay He's
NOT XP? Why do people think Kendrick Lamar is the
greatest rapper of all time? Why do some people think you
have to be from the hood to be a rapper ? Why has black
culture become so popular amongst teens in recent years?
Why is it not possible to purchase woman like me by
Beyonce on iTunes? Why is my punk rock boyfriend so into
me if I’m nkt from that scene? Why is the most popular
music in the world right now Hip-Hop and r?b ? Why is
there no E sharp on a guitar? Or a piano? Or B Sharp on
either? Why is Windows Media Player 12 not adding certain
files to my library? Why there isn't many pieces for trumpet
since it has such a big range? Why wasn't Blanket at the
awards ceremony with his brother and sister? Why was
Snoop Dogg's Doggy Biscuitz line with Pony Shoes
discontinued? Why are all of Eminem's songs about abusing
his girlfriends or his mom? Why did chris Perez go with
Selena to meet yolanda the day Selena died? Why does
everyone think Bohemian Rhapsody is the best song of all
time? Why does today’s rap music always talk about
cocaine and other drugs? Why do rappers like Post Malone
disrespect the legends and the culture? Why is my Woods
by Samick guitar model DW-44GA apparently non existant?
Why is the girl in never let you go by Justin Bieber wearing
2 watches? Why are most choir solos written for sopranos
when there are 4 sections? Why are people talking about
the song "Friday" by Rebecca Black so much? Why are
some instraments called woodwinds when they aren't made
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of wood? Why are the brass instruments in an orchestra
positioned where they are? Why are there two versions of
the music video for heaven by Bryan Adams? Why are xrays and gamma rays more dangerous to humans than
radio waves? Why did Robert Johnson always start all of his
songs with the same riff? Why do African American players
play for a team aligned with hate radio? Why does the radio
resets when the starter is installed in a 2000 Camry? Why
do I sound like a country singer when I sing? How can I
change this? Why do maj7 chords sound good even though
there is a dissonance in them? Why do so many retail
stores, bars and restaurants play Brazilian music? Why
even in Lou Lou skip to your Lou the cedarmont kids had
Loud voices? Why is Anthrax considered to be part of the
big four thrash metal bands? Why is dance music helping
me study and classical music makes me slower? Why is it
easier to drum fingers from little one in than from thumb
out? Why is it necessary to use only one direction in cutting
a glass tubing? Why is sound louder when a vibrating
source is held to a sounding board? Why is there Antifreeze coming out of my 1990 crown Victoria's muffler?
Why would he give you a CD of love songs that he had
previously written? Why can AM radio waves be heard at a
longer distance than FM radio waves? Why can't acoustic
guitar strings bend as easily as electric guitar ones? Why
does the motor sound high pitched as if you had pressed
the gas some? Why do oversexualized music videos usually
get the most views on YouTube? Why is Miley Cyrus' voice
so deep while Justin Bieber's voice is so high? Why is the
AM wave capable of propagating more distance than the
FM wave? Why is the classical music community
(sometimes) so pretentious and rude? Why can't Australia
have the song Waltzing Matilda as the national anthem?
Why did drew seeley replaced Zac Efron in high school
musical the concert? Why did Nicky Minaj pour pepto
bismol at that dude in her Superbass video? Why doesn't
Miley Cyrus sign the pictures you send her and send them
back? Why does your child have yellow discoloration in the
grooves of her teeth? Why do musicians need to read a
sheet music don't they just know the song? Why don't my
songs in ITunes continue to the next song when one song
ends? Why don't people listen to GOOD,relatable,HAPPY
music instead of dumb rap? Why is Jeff Major CD Sacred
Chapter 6 unavailable in stores or on the web? Why isn't
there footage of the Michael Jackson and tatiana thumbtzen
kiss? Why is the guitar weeping in the The guitar poem by
federico garcia lorca? Why would a barber set fire to a
cotton swab and wave it beside ones head? Why would your
soul mate cut off all contact after making promises to you?
Why are Actors for children start posing nude and showing
off their bodies? Why are radio waves used to communicate
in preference to using sound waves? Why are some singers
famous and others are not. Is it all really just luck? Why do
bubbles from a coke go away when you stick your finger in
the glass? Why does evryone say Joe Jonas is the hottie
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when Nick Jonas is the hottie? Why does keisha say in blah
blah blah you dont care what my middle name is? Why
doesn't the hot wire on my radio have power when I install
a new radio? Why does the girl keep trying to kill the guy in
the Maroon 5-Misery Video? Why don't new music haters
realize there was plenty of bad music back then? Why is
there so much good music on Souncloud that no one has
ever heard of? Why weren't there any young country
singers before country turned into pop? Why were there no
great women classical music composers throughout
history? Why are the 80s bands so under represented in the
Rock in Roll hall of fame? Why are today's music festivals
so awful compared to the original Woodstock? Why did
musician Herb Alpert founder of the Tijuana Brass name
his son Dore? Why does America love anorexic girls but
hate real women like Bristol Palin? Why do the Alphabet
song and Twinkle Twinkle Little Star have the same tune?
Why is the Beatles song Love Me Do? Why isn't it Love Me
Too, or Do Love Me? Why was Mick Jagger considered
attractive back in the sixties and seventies? Why did Justin
Bieber and his mom get threatened to get arrested at the
mall? Why did Miley Cyrus post post pictures of her and
another girl sharing candy? Why did the promoters of
Woodstock finally declare the festival a free event? Why
does ClassicFM broadcast classical sons as if they are
orchestral pieces? Why does Israel take part in the
Eurovision contest when it is not in Europe? Why don’t
rappers ever make it on talent shows like America’s Got
Talent? Why dont tom and bill kaulitz talk about their dad
and are they close to him? Why do people decide to be
apart when they both love each more then anything? Why
do you have to be 15 years old or older to be in a Justin
Bieber contest? Why is the song Knives and Pens by Black
Veil Brides called Knieves and Pens? Why was the music
video for
Madonna's Like A Prayer considered
controversial? Why are some men so messed up in the head
they don't even know what they want? Why can a tuning
fork or bell be set into resonance while tissue paper
cannot? Why did Christian bookstores quit carrying Gospel
music on reel to reel tapes? Why did Ronnie Van Zant
sometimes perform with two microphones taped together?
Why did the Allied forces use Beethoven's fifth symphony
as a sign of victory? Why does a narcissist try to get you to
feel sorry for them when you split up? Why do french horn
players have to play the instrument with their hands in it?
Why do i always have to obsess and try act like a famous
person or a musician? Why do people make a big deal out
of a harmless song Peanut butter jelly time? Why do the
two older Jonas Brothers wear rings on their left hand ring
finger? Why has rock music, punk, heavy metal, pop,
hardcore, and good bands died off? Why is everyone in the
Bay Area so obsessed with 99.7 and 94.9 radio stations?
Why is my Renault laguna 02 plate radio getting
interferance when I put ac on? Why isn't Rock music as
popular anymore like it was back in the 80's and 90's? Why

is the classical period in music so short compared to
baroque or romantic? Why was Michael Jackson in a
different studio when they did you are the world? Why was
Tom backstage instead of in the audience when Bill was in
Star Search? Why would everything in your 2000 Lincoln ls
work except your radio and clock? Why are people so afraid
of playing in key signatures with lots of accidentals? Why
can't i find a karaoke with Mary MacGregor's song -torn
between two lovers? Why can you not look a a key
signature to tell us if a piece is in a minor key? Why does
my singing voice sound better in the afternoon and not in
the morning? Why does Nick Jonas pillow say Mr.President
on Jonas Brothers living the dream? Why does the
government implant radio frequency indentification tags in
humans? Why don't they make feel good music anymore
like they did in the 80's and 90's? Why do some people have
trouble sleeping and what might help them sleep better?
Why hasn't George Strait been invited to become a member
of the grand ole opry? Why is it this website has Engelbert
Humperdinck singer listed as anglo-indian? Why is lily
skeptical of Jonas story about the elephants in the book The
Giver? Why do bands split up even when they have feeling
for them or are still friends? Why do people say I make the
guitar look easy when I play I've never understood? Why is
K'naan an important part of black history month why is he
aclaim to fame? Why is Lady Gaga and britaney spears bad
in music videos not having any clothes? Why would a '96
Taurus make a whooping sound after being driven for a few
hours? Why didn't Michael Jackson want his father to live in
the same house as his kids? Why didnt Nick Jonas wear his
ring on stage at Washington dc for his performance? Why
does Nick Jonas' pillow say Mr President on Jonas Brother's
living the dream? Why does Palestrina's Pope Marcellus
Mass sounds fuller than Josquin's Ave Maria? Why do most
rap and pop music sound alike. what happened to
originality in music? Why do some piano hammers not come
up and strike the string when I press it hard? Why is the
after market radio not receiving enough power from a 1994
Saturn SC2I? Why is the great 3year old Filly Surround not
in the the Racehorses Hall of Fame? Why wasn't Kings of
Leon nominated for best new artist at the 2010 Grammy
Awards? Why was Selena Gomez in the Jonas Brothers
video Burnin' Up as Nick's girlfriend? Why would 96 Ford
Ranger truck click once when key is turned but do nothing
else? Why did Casting Crowns' drummer Andy Williams
stop playing the drums for the band? Why didn't any of the
famous 60s male rock stars get drafted and serve in
Vietnam? Why didn't Etta James perform at the B.B. King
concert in Hollywood Fl on July 24? Why did the Jonas
Brothers change there name from Connect 3 to the Jonas
Brothers? Why does Lady Gaga and Sugababes and
Alexandra Burke say a red one in their songs? Why does my
trip odometer and car radio reset after ignition Nissan
Frontier 2002? Why does rapper DMX bark all of the time?
Does he speak dog? Was his father a dog? Why is there so
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much satanic references/symbolism in rock music and
music videos.? Why wasnt Chris Brown's father around
when he was a child And do they communicate? Why didnt
the movie Cadillac records mention the owner Phil chess
and son marshall? Why does everyone seem to think you
can't teach yourself how to play an instrument? Why
doesn't Randy Jackson acknowledge that the late Michael
Jackson is his brother? Why does she not want to show
effection for you even though she knows you love her? Why
does your 1997 jimmy sound like a rock is in a coffee can
when you are rolling? Why does your iPod library say it has
music in when it doesnt show up on your ipod? Why do
some people think that rock/metal bands are satanic when
they're really not? Why Ed Sheeran sings 'Shape of You'
live in a different key than the video version? Why is it
difficult to know if a song is a pop song or if its a rock song
nowadays? Why would your radio reset each time you turn
on the car it is a 1998 Toyota Camry? Why are some lyrics
in rock band and guitar hero different from the original
lyrics? Why can't you buy some of the Beatles' songs
actually sang by the Beatles on iTunes? Why did Miley
Cyrus didn't like the name her mom and dad gave her when
she was born? Why do 6Ix9Ine and Cardi B sound like they
have spit in their mouthes when they rap? Why do people in
the US tend to think of the operation of society in personal
terms? Why isn't Tiny Tim still remembered today as one of
the premier acts from the 1960s? Why would a 85 300ZX
start up and run yet nothing electrical works except the
radio? Why would your dash lights flicker and your radio
turn off when you push the brakes? Why didnt john Lennon
and yoko ono take a bath for a month what were they
protesting? Why does everyone associate heavy hard core
scremo death core with bad or untasteful? Why does the
popularity of some people last like that of Shakespeare and
the Beatles? Why is there no sound coming from radio on
1998 Lincoln Navigator when radio is good? Why might the
speakers not work after replacing the radio in a 1995
Mercury Mystique? Why would a 1997 Hyundai Accent with
135000 km not shift into overdrive on cool days? Why did
your radio CD DVD player unit suddenly shut down How do
you turn them back on? Why does everybody hate Justin
Bieber is it because they are jealous they are not him? Why
does everyone love the Jonas brothers there music is awful
does anyone else agree? Why doesn't My Favorite Things
appear on the vinyl version of OutKasts The Love Below?
Why do you think that they don't want to say the reason of
death of Dolores O'riordan? Why is Beethoven considered
to be such a great and monumental figure in Weatern
music? Why is it an absolute necessity to license and
control the use of a radio frequencies? Why is your car
shaking so much for the initial 10 minutes or so after
starting it up? Why the original radio stopped working but
not the clock in the radio in a 1995 Astro? Why Wimp metal
fans tends to worship Dimmu Burger, Metallica, Epica and
Dream Theater? Why would the radio sunroof and wing
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brake light stop working on a 1998 Dodge Avenger? Why
did so many English bands' material back in the day revolve
around American themes? Why does my 1993 chrevolet
astro van not want to come out of park what all could it be?
Why do's succesful, moderately famous bitchez be killin'
theyselves so much these dayz? Why didnt Miley Cyrus
partcipate in any of the actual games at the Disney channel
games? Why does Ukrainian singer Verka Serduchka
(Верка Сердючка) sing in Russian? Why does your electric
guitar have a lot of static on it when you plug it in to the
amp? Why do people look at me weird if I play death metal
or black metal loud while driving ? Why is there no show on
rafi like 'k fr kishore' as rafi was much better than
kishoreda? Why was yolanda at a hotel when she killed
Selena Perez. Didn't she live in Texas place? Why do organs
have more than one row of keys while pianos and
harpsichords have only one? Why isn't there much 2 pac
music videos? Seems like there's only like 3 original
videos.? Why was Scott stapp barefoot after being layed
down on the boat in my sacrifice by creed? Why does a
trumpet sound different from a flute when they are playing
the exact same note? Why does my batter light come on
sporadically and cut off the radio on my 95 Honda accord?
Why does Peter Wentz of Fall Out Boy lick his guitar in the
music video for 'Dance Dance'? Why do every relationship
you are in they treat you like muck and go behind your
back why? Why would the radio and cigar lighter quit
working at the same time on your 2000 Windstar? Why
would tom bring nick to meet his mistress when he knew
that nick is his wife's cousin? Why are most people against
Justin
Bieber
singing
America
the
Beautiful
at
Wrestlemania 27? Why does sheet music for Beethoven's
moonlighite sonate have Clair de lune under the title? Why
do I hear my voice different from when I'm talking and
when it's recorded or something? Why don't people
appreciate country music (the real country music... Cash,
Jenning... Etc)? Why would a girl's interest in a boy
suddenly go down after he gives her a gift she wanted?
Why are there not any cool bands today like ACDC Guns N
Roses Aerosmith Van Halen and so on? Why did the band
leave Evanescence and Amy Lee just to form a new band,
"We are the Fallen"? Why do astronaunts on the moon have
to communnicate by radio even when close to one another?
Why do Black people hate that White people rap better
than them in their own genre(Hip-Hop)? Why does every
one like him hes like everyone else What is so cool about
the stupid popstar? Why does key in ignition warning and
radio stay on after key is removed in a 97 Mountaineer?
Why do most songwriters always include those words baby
baby BABY with every other sentence? Why is it that some
gamers on PSN just can't resist blaring rap music into their
microphone? Why did Justin Biebers ex-girlfriend caitlyn
beadles go to the hospital after their break up? Why didn't
David Cook perform with all the other American Idols
during Simon's good-bye song? Why is there an association

between bagpipes and police and firemen and military at
funerals? Why Taylor Swift is the best singer of all time?? i
can't think of an better singer than her? Why does C minor
sound so much different from B minor? Same thing with D
minor and D♯ minor? Why does everybody like the Jonas
brothers they are ugly you like a boy named JOSH he is
CUTE? Why do individuals play bass notes one octave
higher than they're supposed to be on the piano? Why the
automatic frequency control function is usually not
necessary in today's FM receivers? Why would a guy that's
in a band keep looking over at me when i was standing
where no one was? Why does mainstream rappers have to
rap about negativity to be popular and end up on the radio?
Why do they pop stars sing baby baby baby..BABY..is there
no one who can write a sensible song? Why was Johnnie
Ray important enough to be put in Billy Joel's song 'We
Didn't Start the Fire'? Why won't my Land Rover
Discovery's stereo system play even after I've put in the
correct code? Why would a 97 Altima turn off in the middle
of the freeway and not start but the radio was on? Why
does the Jonas Brothers first ablum never get spoken of Are
they ashamed of it or something? Why is Rod Black on
guitar not included in credits for Mama let him play in rock
group doucette? Why is there no revolutionary rock band
out there such as Nirvana or Guns N‘ Roses now a days?
Why does left speakers only work when you play the radio
and don't work when you play a cassette? Why do parents
think music or acting is a waste of time for there teens
even though they like it? Why has the theme song for
Baywatch been removed and replaced with an alternate
song on the DVDs? Why is it that when im finally about to
bone your girl friend you hear that there was this drill?
Why was kid cudi depressed during man on the moon and
man on the moon 2 even before those albums? Why will
your truck not start when it's cold but as soon as the sun
comes out it starts right up? Why won't the MP3 player in a
Blackberry Pearl play through the auxiliary jack in your car
radio? Why are all attractive women with the fit bodies are
all into the rap game and the hood lifestyle? Why does
Rihanna say "la la la la" and "nana nana" and "yeah yeah
yeah yeah" so much in her songs? Why do I feel uneasy
when I share with others things about myself, such as my
favorite music, etc? Why do the trumpet players on the
cover of flyleafs CD memento mori have to look like dead
people? Why should the late Gary Moore not be considered
a better guitarist than the current Eric Clapton? Why will
the radio in your car only work when you push on the knobs
and put pressure on the radio? Why are some people good
at singing and others bad? Is it genetic and can it be
changed by surgery? Why does it sayohio in the beginning
of the song Rehab By Amy Winehouse also done by the glee
cast? Why doesn't George Harrison get as much credit in
terms of his Guitar work just like other players? Why do
people get angry when Ludovico Einaudi questions are put
in the classical question category? Why do Seasons 2 and 3
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of Quantum Leap on DVD have songs removed and
replaced with alternate music? Why do some hamsters
freeze whenever you look at them and are they scared or
angry or just nervous? Why are microwaves used to send
signals to and from communication satellites instead of
radio waves? Why did more than one person try to kill 50
cent. Many men many many may men wish death on him.
Why? Why do music producers create album covers even
for music that is only downloaded from the Internet? Why
do singers from the first half of the 20th century have a
“warmer” quality to their singing? Why do some still try to
argue that country music is anything but formulaic,
simplistic, and trashy? Why when you turn off and on again
your car you loose the radio channels ant the hours of the
clock? Why would the fuse that controls the radio and
interior lights in a 96 Grand Am SE keep blowing out? Why
did they release the song "I need a doctor" for download
now instead of when they made the video? Why does it feel
that the classical world is filled nothing but prejudice envy
and egotistic people.? Why do people forget the song "I Will
Always Love You" is Dolly Parton's song, not Whitney
Houston's? Why the **** cant you god damn stupid *******
people just give us a link to the ******* sing up page? Why
did anyone ever like Alantis Morisette? she is the most
disgusting singer I have ever seen nearly? Why in modern
day cartoons do they not have the same kind of music or
amount of music as old cartoons? Why is it in the music
video Party in the USA does the American flag have only 33
stars and 8 stripes? Why vertical polarized wave is
preferred over horizontal polarized wave in mobile radio
communication? Why did they choose the Red Hot Chili
Peppers song Dani California for the Death Note live action
film? Why does everybody like Reggae Music so much? Is is
the beat, the culture, the nice people, no frills?? Why does
the UK never win the Eurovision Song Contest when they
have some of the biggest names in music? Why do you
think siddartha's father would not allow him to leave the
ground in the religion of Buddhism? Why is it that when a
singer with an English accent sings, it disappears and
becomes an American accent? Why is the treble clef a
standard symbol for music when that is only half of the
standard musical range? Why would all the Instrument
panel lights not work including the radio light on a 1999
Pontiac Grand Am? Why would a 1995 Monte Carlo not
make a sound when turning the ignition although it has
lights radio etc? Why would a Jeep Grand Cherokee radio
quit working for no reason and then come back on a few
miles later? Why do Rock fans (myself included) shame Rap
for taking from other songs when Rock and Roll does the
same? WHY TF DO WHITE PEOPLE THINK THAT THEY
COULD JUST TAKE SOMETHING FROM ANOTHER
CULTURE AND CALL IT THEIRS?? Why do people tell me
i'm goth, skater, punk and emo just because i wear alot of
black and listen to metal? Why is the American music scene
dead. Where everywhere else in the world music seems to
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be going as usual.? Why might a 2000 Hyundai Elantra jerk
and sometimes sound like it is missing or you are driving in
neutral? Why did the Jonas Brothers get another dog they
are way too busy they will never have enough time for a
dog? Why would the radio and dashboard lights light up if
the car will not turn over not even click just silence? Why
are they're only five members of lostprophets on the The
Betrayed album when there's clearly six members? Why
does his big brother look at you a lot does he know his little
brother likes you please no silly answers? Why is a person
who plays the piano called a pianist, but a person who
drives a race car not called a racist? Why is it when I sing
without music I sound amazing recorded but when I sing
over the music I sound horrible? Why would a 66 Impala
396 run 200F on the freeway but overheat in traffic with 4
core rad shroud 7 blade fan? Why did fans mail letters with
the stamp to non-existent addresses when Elvis Presley
stamp was issued in 1993? Why doesnt the power antenna
work after I just installed a new kenwood radio CD player
in my 1995 Honda accord? Why does young dolph make me
feel chill and thug I love his music and need to understand
why he’s so amazing? Why are there no youth movements
anymore ,there used to be hippies,punks skinheads ,Gothics
,now there are none? Why will the radio light up change
stations etc but no sound will come from the speakers on a
1996 Toyota Camry? Why did twentieth century composers
incorporated elements of folk and popular music within
their personal styles? Why your temperature needle going
up an down when you drive on the freeway and then at
55mph up stay mostly down? Why does everyone treat John
Lennon like a god even through Paul was the one who
wrote most of The Beatles songs ? Why does my Dean
guitars bottem E string 'the tiniest one' keep breaking at
the tuning peg every time i tune down? Why don't people
realize that Trump doesn't need to salute the National
Anthem because the Anthem is saluting him? Why do you
think that radio refused to tell coach Jones who it was that
told him to go into the girls' locker room? Why are a lot of
great historical people (i.e. music composers) and products
(i.e. steinway piano) of German origin? Why does the
French national anthem urge the citizens to use the blood
of the nations enemies to water their fields? Why do most
singers pretty much lose their ability to sing completely by
about their late seventies, early eighties? Why is hip
hop/rap songs and videos of female strippers and rappers
fladhing money so prominant of this music genre? Why do I
get hiccups when screaming or growling along with heavy
metal songs and how do I stop them from interfering? Why
do most people think that a tuba player is a nerdy pimpley
guy because I'm a tuba player and not a guy or pimpley?
Why is dash flashing off and on to clicking sound after
installed new radio in 91 fifth avenue and how can you fix
it? Why is it that on a acoustic guitar when you strum you
cannot hear a clear sound from the strings which you hold
down? Why does music written in a minor key sound "sad"

or "downbeat," while music in a major key sounds "happy"
or "upbeat"? Why are many composers alive today far
better than Mozart and Beethoven were in terms of overall
talent and versatility? Why is it whenever I'm sad I always
put on sad music and I try to listen to happy music but I
just feel uncomfortable..? Why are statistics useful in
explaining group behavior but not reliable for explaining or
predicting individual behavior? Why is 90s rap/hip hop
considered the best decade for rap/hip hop and 2010s
considered t he worst decade for rap/hip hop? Why is music
so boring today? Almost stale. I grew up in the 90's with
the most random bands and outrageous front men ..? Why
would a never married narcissist take you for a lovely
dinner and then become nervous and leave quite soon after
sex? Why are Irish Folk songs so downbeat and Morbid as
contrasted with Italian Songs which are Happy-minded for
the most part? Why are Slipknot and KoRn hated on so
much? I mean they're 100 times more interesting than all
the stale bands out today.? Why do teenage girls tell
teenage boys they don't want them around only to seek
them out later and try to flirt with them? Why does a
vibrating guitar string not sound as loud when it is
mounted on a workbench as it does when mounted on a
guitar? Why do we have a pop/rap artist on the country
music awards are you serious. put Garth brooks on the
BET. enough is enough? Why do you think The Beatles have
always been more popular than Bob Dylan when he is just
as good (maybe better, secretly)? Why people think that
Metal is satanic music? Not every Metal music are satanic
and not every pop and edm song not satanic? Why would a
1993 Ford Probe SE not crank all of the sudden tried
jumping it there is no noise at all radio and lights work?
Why does the radio panel disply on your 1999 Mountaineer
not work for months at a time then suddenly work for 20-30
minutes? Why would you not be able add any more songs to
your MP3 player even though you know it has space
because you deleted songs? Why did Johnny Cash
intentionally change the meaning of why did Johnny Cash
intentionally change the meaning of NiN's "Hurt"? Why
does Vanilla Ice get heat for "Stealing" (sampling) Queen's
Under Pressure, when every single rapper does the same
thing? Why do women pretend like everything is fine in the
relationship and then suddenly break-up - many times with
no explanation? Why is We Are the World called We Are the
World 25 for Haiti there are more than 80 artists so it's not
like it's 25 artists? Why do people say I can't sing if they
heard me sing one time and it didn't sound good at all?
How is that proof I can't sing? Why does the My Chemical
Romance website have the mask off to the side that you can
click and it brings you to that weird page? Why do peeple
still go to collej? i aint go and i stil make 4 figures to
support my famly? they taking our momey for no reason?
Why do some guitars sell for so much on eBay even though
they're used and others not as much or at all even though
they're new? Why would your 20-year-old daughter
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physically beat you and verbally abuse you and go into
rages when you don't agree with her? Why can we learn
how to listen to someone speak and replicate it perfectly,
but listen to someone sing and replicate it terribly? Why
isn't music such as this more popular in the U.K.? (what
would think if your friend turned this on in car with you and
why?)? Why is the phrase Matter can never be created or
destroyed stated as a fact for how can existence be here if
it never was formed? Why are a lot of great historical
people (i.e. music composers) and products (i.e. steinway
piano) of German origin? Just curious? Why don't
universities teach students about the great black classical
composer Johann Heinrich Schwarzvogel (a.k.a. Mehmet
Siyah)? Why does the radio head unit just completely power
off in the 03 Olds Alero when driving Is the Ipod Adapter
installed incorrectly? Why do non-ambidextrous string
players hold the pick (or bow) in their "good" hand and hold
the strings down with their other hand? Why would your
1994 Mercury Grand Marquis make a loud buzzing noise
after the engine is warmed up and it stops when you
accelerate? Why is freddie mercury so much rememberd
because of his vocal range when there are plenty of famous
singers with higher vocal range? Why on iTunes is there
only one song but on my iTouch there is a copy of the songs
I have brought off of iTunes and how do I fix it? Why would
the radio in a 1994 Camry suddenly stop working after a
new battery was installed as it doesn't appear to be a blown
fuse? Why when you changed the battery of your car the
radio navigation system has been blocked and you can not
open the radio and the DVD? Why would the lights on
Heater AC control and radio CD player not work on 1998
Chevrolet Cavalier Z24 while the dash lights are fine? Why
95 Dodge Neon won't start radio and lights come on but
nothing when key is turned replaced starter to positive
cable still nothing? Why dont most song have a chorus
anymore, how are w supposed to sing along or have catchy
lyrics in our head? Bring back 80s type songs? Why can't
(or doesn't) anybody write music that sounds like Bach,
Vivaldi,
Albinoni,
Geminiani,
Locatelli,
Telemann,
Heinichen, or Handel? Why say "music was better in the
past" when pop music in general is designed to appeal to
the lowest common denominator and always sucked? Why
does Vampire Weekend sing about Massachusetts They
have quite a number of songs about Cape Cod and Boston
but they're from New York...? Why dont artist make
memorable/classic songs like back in the days. An artist can
do a song today and ppl will forget it after some months?
Why do people listen to virtuoso and shredder guitarists
these days instead of guitarists like joe perry or Santana or
jimmy page or slash? Why do so many rappers ? much of
the black community seem almost proud to engage in so
much stupidity ? f**kery? Don't you want to move up? Why
is the radio display for your 1994 Chrysler New Yorker not
working everything on the radio works and lights up except
for the display.? Why are people like Megan Nicole and
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Tiffany Alvord famous? They can sing average at best, they
have no power in their voice, can only sing? Why do so
many people like "Country music" in the USA? does anyone
agree it sounds pretty nauseating? why think so or help me
understand it? Why do you continue to hang on to one
another if you argue all the time and why doesn't one of
you just walk away and end this relationship? Why did "Ace
of Base" make such a big deal out of playing in Tel Aviv,
Israel? they are not Jewish, but by the way they talked
about it.....? Why is nobody making a big deal about Elvis'
new album with newly recorded songs but their angry
about Michael Jacksons newly recorded album? Why does
my 2001 Pt Cruiser radio and CD player not working not
even the time will show up does anyone know why this
might be or how to fix it? Why if foot brake depressed at
Park or going slowly radio works but accelerating or at
speed radio devolves to faint volume and lots of static? Why
all of a sudden do TV news and entertainment people have
microphones on the side of their faces like Madonna and
Garth Brooks did in the '80s? Why is there crime and why is
there hate and why is your beer overflowing and why is the
sky blue and why oh why oh why is the world so messed
up? Why does a 1999 Grand Prix GTP stall intermittently
and crank right back up until now it doesnt want to crank
as easily it happens about once a week? Why doesnt it say
chris Lawrence is singing background vocals on Justin
Biebers song One Less Lonely Girl in the album credits
when he is singing on it? Why does the Car change radio
stations by itself how could that be and when the brake is
pressed it feels like it wants to go to floor but brakes is ok?
Why is Tim Minchin's song F Sharp funny I don't get it is it
because it is really difficult musically to play in a different
key to what you are singing? Why would a woman you
dumped and weren't nice to who was sad now be really
missing her ex-husband and not you when at first she said
she was so sad by you? Why did my 1993 Dakota suddenly
lose the lights radio horn and ABS and brake light is the
only lights on your dash All of the fuses relays and grounds
are fine? Why does Mariah Carey get music awards for
African-Americans when her mother was Irish American
and her father was of Afro-Venezuelan and Afro-American
descent? Why would the radio in a 1999 Expedition shut off
when shifted from park to reverse then go back on when
shifted into neutral then shuts off when shifted into drive?
Why would your 1987 Buick LeSabre's engine cut out when
you put it in Park and now the car will not start although
power comes to lights radio etc when the key is turned?
Why won't the 1998 Cutlass start even though the ignition
switch is on with dash radio and headlights working also
radio speakers has faint sound and there's a clicking
sound? Why is Bob Dylan such a significant figure in rock
history and what is his connection to the folk revival
movement the 1950s beat culture and the Newport Folk
Festival of 1965? Why is 1997 Honda accord making really
bad screeching and squealing noises when driving this
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morning it can't be the breaks because just had them done
and this sounds different? Why would a Mountaineer radio
that scrolls the radio station and name of the song being
played along with the artist only partially scroll then stop
until it feels like starting again? Why has music become so
lazy lately all it is a simple drumbeat some annoying person
singing and a guitarist that i could outplay and I'm 14 and
have been playing for a year and a half? Why would the
LED display lights i.e. odometer radio air conditioner etc.
go off when the headlights are turned on on my 2005
Silverado The units all still work but the LED's turn off.?
Why does the dome light stay on with Dodge Spirit 1994
unable to fix unless pull 10 A fuse to dome light unit and
radio Removed dome light bulb and left fuse in battery still
drains down? Why did the bass in my stereo in my 1999
Town Country van cut out I can hear the radio but its very
quiet and has no bass There is no fuse marked stereo or
amp in the fuse box Please help? Why are Miley Cyrus and
Nick Jonas getting married at such a young age i bet it is
just what they wonted to happen when they first met and
when they first got to be girlfriend and boyfriend? Why
does 1995 Ford Escort LX not start when ignition switch
clicks with key but engine doesn't turn over and instrument
panel lights on without key in ignition and radio heater and
lights work? Why has your boyfriend of 6 months not told
his ex-girlfriend of less than 6 months about you if you both
live in London and she lives in LA and he speaks to her
once a month and what should you do? Why does 1996
bonneille sse radio shut off outside temp gauge bounces all
over oil gauge bounces all over and water temp gauge is
hot car runs great radio started acting up first then gauges
followed? Why would belt driven engine fan blades break
off without contacting any obstruction you checked
clearance all around after reinstall Could fan have been
damaged before install Revs 3k whamo all gone? Why are
we who dwell with a narcissistic spouse rendered so
speechless and confused when he so loudly and
convincingly presents the case that it isn't him being selfish
and controlling but you instead?
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